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FOREWOR D
In this volume we have
recorded your life in school
this year as we have seen it.
It is our hope that the book
will be a useful friend to you
in the days when your life
here is a memory, and when
you wish to recall the friends ,
the scenes, the school you
have known.

e
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DEDICATION
In recognition of his sterling character,
his helpful instruction, and his sympathetic attitude toward all worthy
student activities, this book is affectionately dedicated to

Mr. H. H.J. Fling
our Professor of Education , the scholar
without pedant.ry, the man without
guile, the teacher with a uision , and the
friend euer ready with a helping hand.
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Bo::ird of Regen ts
H ON. M . 0 . FLOWERS , Pre?ident _____________________ Lockhart
Mrss M ARGIE E. N EAL _____________________________________ Carthage
HON. J . J . BENNETT ____________________________________Stephenville
HON. A . D. MAYHEW __________ ________________________________ Uvalde
HON. A. D. MARTIN _______________________________________ Plainview
HON. H :=,-i::1 Y PA UL us --------------------------------------Yoakum
H ON. H . A. TU :ZNER, Secretary to Board ______________ Austin
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PRESIDENT
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S. H . WHITLEY

.,

I

L. I. SMITH

ALTA BUCHANAN

Secretary of Co llege

GLADYS EPPERSON

Assistant Secretary

Assistant Registrar

!VA GALLWAY

E. H. WRAY

Secretary to President

C. T. NEU

Dean of Men
Head Department English

Assistant Dean of Men
History

MRS. C. M. LUTZ
Assistant Dean of Women

Acting Registrar

JULIA B. HUBBELL

Dean of Women and
Historr.t

MRS. NELSON
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W.

Page ZZ

H. WARMINGTON

MARY E. JOHNSON

MARY EBY

English

Eng!ish

English

MARY BOWMAN

LAURA TOPHAM

J . M. BLEDSOE

English

French

Head Department of
Mathematics

A.H. COWLING

R. A. RIX

MRS. STELLA DRAPER

Mathematics

Head Department of
Agrisul ture

Business Administration

H. H. J. FLING

MARINA PHU.LIPS

Head Department of
Education

EULA P. CARROLL

Education

Education

D. F. MCCOLLUM

E. K. WOOD

Head Department of
History

History

C. V. HALL
History

W . W . FREEMAN

H. D. PHILLIPS

ELIZABETH NELSON

Latin

Head Department of Spanish

Spanish
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T. T. BROUN

C. M. LUTZ

Geography

Head Department of
Chemistry

T . H. BRADY
Head Department of Physics

W. H. ACKER

W. B. STONE

MRS. EDGAR MIXON

Chemistry and Physics

Government and Economics

Biology

ELIZABETH STORRIE

JUANITA RICE

MRS. BERRY FAIN

Head Department of
Home Economics

Home Economics

Home Economics
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KA THERINE MURRIE

H.

G.

MUNDEN

BESS MALONE

Music

Band and Orchestra

JOSEPH A. MURPHY
Director Athletics and Coach

HARRIET RODGERS

MARY DR.ASSER

Director Women ' s Athletics

Head Department of
Drawing

./

Librarian

NONA RHYNE

J. G . GROVES

MAUD WEBSTER

Drawing

Head Department of
Manual Training

Reading
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A. S. BLANKENSHIP
Rural Education

J. G. FLOWERS

VERA ENGLISH

Principal of Training Sch~ol

Education

L. C. MITCHELL
Acting Principal Training
School

MRS . LALLAH PICKETT

I

FAYE HARRIS

Mathematics

Education

MARGARET MCGILL

LECTOR HACKWORTH

MRS. M. O'NEIL

Training School

Training School

Training School
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DURALDE BOREN

ELIZABETH WILSON

Education

Training School

G. F. NELSON

Education

MARY GILCHRIST

MRS. ACKER

Training School

Matron of the Dormitory
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WILLIAM ENGLISH, B.

s. ________________________________________Commerce

Y . M . C. A., Football
His motto seems to be " never give up." In all the games he fought
with a keen determination to win.

MAEMIE BOLIN, B .

A. ___________________________________________Commerce

Basket Ball, Athletic Council
Not so great in quantity but her quality is of the best ; a combination of
energy, perseverance, and wiggles.
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H. D. THOMASON, B. A. _______________________________________________ Tolar

Vice-President Scholarship Society; Glee Club; Basket Ball ;
Treasurer Student Association; French; Citamard ;
T. Association; Football.
A star on the basket ball court, a good student, a harmonious "songbird"
plus a joy in service-that's " Red."

FANNIE LEE McMILLAN, B. A .______________________Hughes Springs

Basket Ball ; Athletic Council; T. Association.
A better student can not be found; industrious, full of pep, and best of all
the happy possessor of a good disposition .
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D. L.

HATCHER, B. s· ----------~---~------~___ _:'____ : __________ _______ Jefferson

Country Life; Cass County; Glee Club .
" A penny for your tbougbts" -we wond~r · ~bat is in the depths of those
mysterious eyes. ·

MRS.

H.

GRADY BAKER, B. A. ~-------~---~~---~-----------~-----Co~merce

Lovable, stable in character, high scholarship and very trustworthy in all
respects. To know her is to love her.
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H . C. KENNEDY, B. A. ________________________________________________ Bonham
Locust Staff.
Good nature personified and studious withal; he longs for knowledge.

GAY M . HUDSON, B. A. _____________________________________ Honey Grove
We believe he is a descendant of Plato since he knows so much about
Greek mythology. Anyhow he 's a jolly good sport.
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EVELYN SMITH,

B. A. ____________________________________________ Wolfe City

Beautiful, charming, brilliant, when she is needed-in her place ; she's not
found wanting there.

J . W . C.

HICKS,

B. A. ____________________________________________ Commerce
Y . M. C. A.; Press Club .

A member of the school of theology and a student teacher. He never makes
his students work and they say he is a good teacher.
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FRANK POTTER,

B. A . _____________________________________________ Commerce

Scholarship Society
He is one of those seemingly _quiet persons, yet once you know him , started
he has an endless source of wit and humor. Not withstanding this
he is a real scholar.

GEORGIA GANTT,

B. A. ______________________________________________ Blossom

Citamard
A jolly girl this, who. does all of her work without digging and still makes
what man y dream of all their lives-her record is full of " A 's."
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PAT NORWOOD,

B. A .___________________________________ __Hughes Springs

Scholarship Society ; Y . M . C. A .; Cheer Leader ; Country Life.
P ep-he's got it and couldn ' t Jose it even if he wanted to . His philosophy
is that everything will work out for the best-that is the reason
he gets so much out of life.

CHAS . H. TENNYSON, B. A.____________________________________ Commerce

President of the Student Association ; Pi Kappa Delta
lntemormal Debate.
H e is a leader wh o ha s alwa ys h elped t o keep things going, one who h as
given his time and energy unstintedl y to the school. " May his tribe increase."
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MRS . RACHAEL M . JUSTIN,

B. A. ________________________ Fort Worth

Friendliness, jolly good sportsmanship, and excellent scholarship plus an ever
ready laugh at jokes worth while, are some of the things that make us love her.

TROY AIKENS,

B. A . ______________ ------------------------- -----------------------

Often seen standin g near a " Wall " yet he is by no means a wall-flower.
Full of vim, vigor, and pep-is Tro y.
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CARL HOLLEY, B. S. _______________________________________________ Commerce

Athletic Council; Citamard ; Business Manager Locust;
Football; Basket Ball; Baseball.
A grin for every occasion and an occasion for every hour.
unknown to him.

Frowns are

MOZELLE SCAFF, B. A .__________________________________________ Commerce
A maker of " A 's" a musician , a teacher, and a friend to all .
dependable and almost beyond compare.
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She is very

R . L. WHITLEY, B. A.____________________________________________ Commerce
Editor East Texan; President Pi Kappa Delta; Scholarship
Society; Secretary-Treasurer Alumni Association ;
Press Club .
He is a man who has really done something for the school-one who deserves
a conspicuous place in E . T .' s Hall of Fame.

CLAUDE EDGE, B. S. -----------------------------------------------Commerce

Vice-President Senior Class; Scholarship Society; Citamard ;
Press Club ; Locust Staff ; Business Manager East Texan .
Resourceful , dependable , and optimistic ; he pretends to be studious-we
wonder if it is all pretence.
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FRANCIS HARRISON, B . A. --------------------------------------Commerce

Recording Secretary Scholarship Society ;
Y. W . C. A. ; H. E. C. Club .
Dimples and laughing eyes-no wonder we love her. Is she going to be
untempted while trying to be a school marm ? Well , we doubt it.

HELEN BROWN, B . A. ______________________________________________ Commerce

Y . W. C. A. Reporter; Scholarship Society ; Locust Staff.
Her good sense and amiable disposition have won her warm friends ; (no they
are not all girls) . She's true blue in friendship and pure gold in worth.
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•

G. A.

WIMBERLY ____ ______________________________________________Fort

Worth

Football ; Basket Ball ; Baseball ; T . Association.
Never known to shirk
He keeps at his work
Until it 's done ;
In classroo m or field
H e was never known to yield
Until the final gun .

MEL VIN HOWSE --------------------- --------------------- ---------- Commerce

Y . M . C. A.; Staff Photographer
He is the happiest, and most o ri gi nal perso n on the campus.
is advertised on every page of this book.
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His business

MARY MANNING ______________________________________________________ Green ville
With hair of gold and a smile just as sunny. Mary is always happybut why shouldn't she be ?

AUGUST A BEAUCHAMP ___________________________________________ Greenville
Augusta is one of those daintily girlish girls that we dream of often and
see only once in a great while.
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PE RRY FITE ______________________________________________________ Hughes

Springs

- Football ; Citamard; Athletic Council Cass County Club .
He is what his name signifies-a fighter"what the deu ce do yo u care attitude. "

Mischievous, humorous , and a
Beneath it all he is sincere.

MEL VIN MACKEY ___________________________________ c ______________ Commerce

Treasurer Scholarship Society ; Locust Staff.
He has knowledge , skill , and a large heart. The hardest thing to decide is
whether the last reall y belongs to him .
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DEL IA ANDERSON

--------------------- -----------------------------Clar ksv ii Ie

A good student, basket ball player, and full of pep plus a whole lot more
-that's Delia.

CHRISTINE GALLA WA y ___________________________________________ Commerce
Though she has taught school. she is by no means. old-maidish.
fun , good natured , and a jolly good sport.

Full of
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P. A.

LITTRELL. ________ ------··-----------------------------Ran de 1ett,

0 kl a.

"Pa" is slow and easy going but he never fails to get there, especially when
some one of interest is just ahead.

FL o Dos TE R ----------------------------------------------------------_Comm ere e

Y. W . C. A.; Choral Club .
A Jover of good times, yet she always finds time to play when someone
has jazz in his toes.
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E. C.

PENNINGTON ______________________________________________ Fort

Worth

Citamard; Football ; Basket Ball ; Baseball.
Here we are
Athletic star
Quick to think?
Sure! That's " Chink. "

Mo R RI s Mr L LE R ------------------------------------------------------Co mm ere e
Press Club; Citamard ; Editor of the Locust; Football ;
T . Association .
One who finds an endless source of pleasure in teasing. Business like,
brainy, and an efficient editor-that's Morris.
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JAN I CE J ERNI GIN ___________________________________________________ Commer ce

East Texan; Press Club.
She's one of those encouragin g people with a mind of her own and not
afraid to let it be known on all occasions ; she has no dread of public opinion.

HELEN BARR ON ----------------------------------- ___________________ Commerc e

Y. W. C. A.; H. F. C. Club .
Faith an ' she's after having a good time , always ready to cheer one up .
The more you know her the better you like her.
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DALE COPEL A ND ____________________________ ---------------------- -------- Lind en
Though a " Baptist " she is by no means selfish.
the crowd is-Dale.

The life of

RUBY B E LL ________________________________________________________ Caddo

Mills

The essence of dignity , ability , vim, and fun-that's Ruby.
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MAB EL MOORE ________________________________________________________ Greenville
" What do I care for looks when love is so interesting ?" Addicted to giggles
and chewing gum-she goes where her gum goes.

CORRINE MOORE ____________________________________________________ Greenville
All things worth while come in small packages. She does what she has to
do quietly and is never heard to fuss .

1
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LE STER MORRIS ______________________ ________________________ Su 1phu r Springs

Football; Baseball.
Little but full of life ; studious and always on the go-that 's " Happy Jack."

I SABEL SMITH _________________________________________________________ Comm ere e
We know where to go to have a good time. Jolly; friendly , and a good
entertainer, especially at parties.
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PAULINE LEEMAN --------------------------"----------------------Comm erce
The goddess of music endowed ' her fingers with marvelous skill and dexterity.
She has beauty , and brains, and her talents are numerous.

WELDON BR OWN ----------------------------- ______________________ Commerce
Sincere and earnest in all things.
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A good worker and a good student.

KEITH DELAY _________________ --------------------------------------------- Cumby

Press Club .

,

Though hampered by the name of Delay, Keith is always there " Johnn y on
the Spot ;" admired by all who know him.

VELMA MONROE ------------------------------------------------------Commerce
Nature endowed her toes with marvelous swiftness. Her talents are
numerous; she is the quintessence of charm and graciousness.
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Lo Is

THO MAS ------------------------------------------------ _________________ Paris

Choral Club.
She packs up her trouble in her old kit bag, sits on the lid and smiles.

GLADYS M cK IN LEY ________________ --------------------------------Comme rce

President of Y. W. C. A .; Choral Club .
Full of fun and has the ability to fill , many capacities.
crowd is she.
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The life of the

i
'-

MILDRED MOONEY ______________________________________________________Brashear
Even though she goes by the name of Mooney , she has no sympathy for
spooning. She is always at work.

KATHLEEN NICHOLS ___________________________ _ __________________Green ville
One of the friendliest girls on the campus. She enjoys and is enjoyed· by
everyone''sne meets.
,J ··t
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EDWARD LEROY CARROLL ______________________________ Blooming
Reserved. cautious, and deliberate in his judgment .
we wonder who with ?

Grove

He always has a date-

DONN A RAY _____________________________________________________________ Mineola
She is truly a ray of sunshine wherever she happens to be.
seen her worried or unhappy .
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We have never

ELIZABETH BLOW ________________________________________________________Bullard
She never lets her good times
interfere with her education.

A good worker and an excellent student.

W. C. TODD . __________________________________________ ________________ Princeton

Country Life; Football ; Glee Club .
An earnest student and a good sport. We often wonder why he never lowers
his head. Perhaps there is a reason .
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MARY LEE _________________________________ · ___________________________ Commerce

Latin ; Choral Club ; Y. W. C. A.; Little Theatre.
Sincere, truthful, and honest : she always has a smile for every one even if
she does burn the midnight oil to make " A's. "

MYRTLE PoE HESS _________________________________ ______________ Farmersville
Always found with that " Fairlie" bunch .
an excellent teacher.
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They say she made

MARY CULLEN ___ , ______ ______________________________________________Hal lsvil 1e
Mary is a girl we are always happy to meet, pleasant, · smiling, and cheerful.

ODELL REYNOLDS ____________________________ ________ , ______________ Lone

Oak

th:

She is one of those persons who can laugh and have
~ ·~ rid laugh w·ith
her. Best known .for ability. to create fun.
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JAMES M. LANTHRIP ------------------------ ---------------------- ___ Fairlie
Studious, capable, and dependable.

What more is to be desired ?

AUDREY BRADFORD ________________ ------------------------------ Commerce
She is the possessor of great ability-winning Jelly Be~ns included.
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HENRIE TT A TAYLOR

Cookuille

GERTRUDE PERKINS

Commerce

MAUDIE MORPHEW

Roxton

ERMAN ADAMS

Gilmer

CRAWFORD COOPER

Ben Wheeler

J. D. ALEXANDER
Greenville

MRS. CHAS . TENNYSON

Commerce

MRS.

T. B. BARNETT
Commerce
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ANNA MARY RAINES

Commerce

BLANCHE WHITE

Mt. Pleasant

LARENE MCCALEB

Klondike

CLARA ZACHERY

Jefferson

ROXIE PIGG

Greenville

SUE CRAWFORD

Chicota

MYRTLE RAY

Paris

JOE RYAN

Point
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CLEOLICE McMILLAN

Hu-ghes Springs

MARY LEIGH ELLIS

New Boston

.J E WELL CHANDLER

Greenville

JAMES.HARDIN

Sulphur Springs

LANNA LEE LUTZ

Dixon , Kentucky

SIBYL HARLASON

New Boston

U.

J . BOHANNON

Cookeville

C. AUSTIN SMITH
Sulphur Springs
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MAYE SMIDDY

Comm_erce

REDUS WELLS

Fairlie

CARDIE LENNON

Commerce

WILMA TEAGUE

Commerce

KENNETH ENGLAND

Commerce

EDNA HAMIL TON

DeKalb

CYNTHIA Fox

Dodd City

W.W. COOPER
DeKalb
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LORA SMITH

Sulphur Springs

SKILLMAN BIRD

Sulphur Springs

GRACE WYNN

Jefferson

ELAINE MILLS

Commerce

L. Q.

ALLEN

Mt. Pleasant

HENRIE TT A TAYLOR

Cooksville

IRENE CONE

Winnsboro

OLA MARSHALL

Cumby
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GLADY S SMIDDY

Comme rce

JESSIE TROUG HBER

Comme rce

MARIE AMIS

Emory

LOUEL LA GARRE TT

Cooksu ille

OPAL SMITH

Winfie ld

D. C. KENNE DY
Quitma n

MA YE LIGHT FOOT

Pittsbu rg

JOE MARTI N

Deport
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INA KENNEMER

Paris

MARY BESS HICKEY

Commerce
-;
MRS. W .

E.

REECE

Mt. Pleasant

SUSIE ROLLINS

Farmersville

Guy McGILL

Saltillo

ARVIE LEWIS

Celeste

NOBLE ARTHUR

Saltillo

MAE BELLE WATKINS

Center
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GERALDINE RICHARDS

Bessemer, Ala.

lRVA REYNOLDS

Eustace

MYRA SMITH

Biardstown

HOMER Cox

Bonham

ALMA DELL RUSSELL

Grant, Okla.

MRS . EMMA C. FORD

Telephone

EDNA CONE

Tyler

CL YOE HARRISON

Wapanucka , Okla.
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MARIAN WYNN

Commerce

MARGARET MCMAHAN

Weatherford

A. CATES
Celeste

MRS . B.

A. S . SLAUGHTER
Grand Saline

RUTH MONTGOMERY

Whitewright

PALME R CURRIE

Daingerfield

MED KIRTPATRICK

Cumby

MRS .

J.

B. BOLIN

Commerce
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JOHN WINDELL

Fort Worth

OMER PLUNKETT

Cumby

LOLA BOWMAN

Cooper

ESTELLE TAYLOR

Commerce

ROXIE BRYANT

Commerce

JAMES WRAY

Commerce

MILDRED HARDAWAY

Commerce

r
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CHRYSTELLE PAUL
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HOMA ALE~ D

Naples!,
PAULINE LAIRD

Winfield
MORRIS TROUGHBER

Commerce
OPAL SIKES

Bonham
H.

A. WALLA CE
Yowell

MABEL PATMAN

Hughes Springs
LURLEEN GIBSON

Quinlan
MILDRED HUDSON

Quinlan
RUBY CRANE

Honey Groue
LOUISE OGLETREE

Mt. Vernon
LOLA MAXTON

Winfield
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-

RUBY GENTRY

Leonard
TOLBERT KELLY

Commerce
MINNIE BELL HUDSON

Dike
EULA HAMIL TON

Campbell
MYRA JUSTISS

Mt. Pleasant
~

I

PAUL BELLOWS

Commerce
OLA BELLE CRAIG

,,

Enloe
KATHERINE STEPHENS

Dike
THELMA SHAW

Eustace
VERONA TRAYLOR

Cooper
EUAL SMITH

Yowell
OPAL SIKES

Bonham

'

.;
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MAE NICKELL

Eustace
D. M. HOWELL

Dodd City
NELLIE LA FAN

McKinney
MRS. C. AUSTIN SMITH

Commerce
LUTHER ORICK

Rattan
VEDA MAE CASSELL

Blossom
NETTIE BUTLER

Quitman
ELLA GRACE ELDER

Gilmer
MYRTLE ELLIS

Roxton
L0V0DA HINSHAW

Roxton
VIRGIL RILEY

Doole
DELIA HENLEY

Redwater
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CHARLSY MORROW

Princeton
WILLIAM J. DAVIS

Commerce
PEARL JOHNSON

Princeton
ANNETT A LEWIS

Sulphur Springs
GLADYS KELLY

Commerce
DALE CLOWER

Klondike
MAURINE KNIGHT

Commerce
NEAL STRAIN

Wylie
GRADY BENHAM

Paris
W.R. OWENS
Ravenna
ADELENE JOINER

Dalby Springs
MAUDE JARED

Cumby

r
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INEZ CAMP

Commerce
MYRA MARSHALL

Commerce
ELIZABETH DILLINGHAM

Commerce
MIL TON BINNION

Gilmer
IRENE BYERS

Celeste
STANLEY CAMERON

Commerce
MITTIE STIDHAM

Wolfe City
LOIS BARBEE

Linden
MARIE WILLIAMS

Winnsboro
DORTHY NELLE POST

Tyler
LENA RAMEY

Sulphur Springs
OP AL CAMPBELL

Deport

1
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A. A. WEATHERBY
Caddo Mills
MARY RICHEY

Roxton
FRANK BLAIR

Royce City
OLA BELL CRAIG

Enloe
EMMA LOGAN

Linden

A. V . SHADDIX
Marietta
SEL VIN ALLEN

Mt. Pleasant
LONTIS BLEDSOE

Commerce
RAYM OND BLACK

Mt. Pleasant
MARY JONES

Lone Oak
BERT CAMPBELL

Sulphur Springs
CLARINE BARANNON

Commerce
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l

MARK LOWREY

Dodd City
RUTH PIPPEN

Thackerville

T. B . SISCER
Farmersui ! le
RENA MAE BRADY

Commerce
BEA TRICE WOMACK

Cooper

P. GIST
Commerce

J.

MAMIE CLARKSON

Paris
JACK EVANS

Cooper
MARY ROBI N SON

Cooper
WILLIAM McAMOS

Roxton
A NC IL GORDON

Whitewright
MAE MOATS

Whitewright
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THELMA MORGAN

Bryan Mills
ELLA GRACE ELDER

Gilmer
VERONA TRAYLOR

Cooper
SAM FORD

Honey Grove
SALLIE BUCKHANA N

Big Spring
VIRGIL RILEY

Doole
LOLA BROWN

Direct
WINNIE JEAN SPENCER

Gilmer
RUBY NICEWARM ER

Bonham
SYBIL SINCLAIR

Winfield
INA MAY OGLETREE

Mt. Vernon
LILLIE DARA FIELDER

Cason
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KA THERINE DRAPER

Commerce
MERLE ANDERS

Commerce
LILLIAN WILLIAMS

Daingerfield
EUGENE Moss

Cooper
VIRGINIA SCUDDER

Blossom
ROWEN HAMLIN

Waxahachie
GLOVER WOODALL

Sulphur Springs
IRENE PRICE

Glory
LUCILE TAYLOR

Wetumka , Okla.
ANNIE FANT

Linden
VERA GAINS

Cumby

•>

LENA MAE HAWKS

Roxton

'
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ORA GAFFORD

Commerce
MRS. POINTS

Sulphur Springs
OLLIE VEE COCHRAN

Commerce
DOKE WILSON

Cooper
ESTER KERBOW

Cooper
W. C. THOMPSON

Powderly
LA URA MAE LEE

Biardstown ·
CHRISTINE BLEDSOE

Klondike
JOHNNIE MURRELL

Ravenna
GENEVIA KENNEDY

Cunningham
GRACE SATCHER

Atlas
MARY TAYLOR

Forreston
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LETA MILLER

Commerce
SYBIL NIX

Emory
VERA GAINS

Cumby
RUSSELL DUNCAN

Hughes Springs
IRMA GENE MOXLEY

Klondike

H. L. GLAZE
Sulphur Springs

t

EULA IVEY

Mineola
MYTICE MILLER

Commerce
BERTHA JONES

Commerce
LORENE CLARK

Sulphur Springs
OLA MAE DALE

Bonham
J E WE LL RHONE

Winfield
I
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ALLENE LAWLER

Huntsuille
MILDRED JACKSON

Pittsburg
LURLINE GIBSON

Saltillo
SCOTT WILLIAMSON

Palmer
HALLIE REESE

Pittsburg
VEDA CODY

Winfield
LOIS PATMAN

Hughes Springs
EULA OATS

Charleston
CLARA HUDSON

Pecan Gap
MARIE COLE

Ector
MARY HEATH

Commerce
NATTIE WICKERSHAM

Charleston

t
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ROXIE HIGNIGHT

Deport
MABEL SNODGRASS

Bonham
RUBY HART

Thomas

L. R. VINSON
Blooming Grove
ANNA BAXTER

Paris
JOHN OLD

Commerce
LILLIAN BLALOCK

Talco
FANNIE PEARL BRADFORD

Sulphur Springs
RUTH MAYNARD

Wylie
PAULINE CORNELIUS

Ladonia
MYRTLE STONE

Biardstown
GLADYS NORRIS

Longview
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1

ESTHER GEORGE

Mt. Pleasant
RUTH HILL

Dallas
LA RUE HARDIN

Sulphur Springs
H. S. CATHEY
Quitman
PAULINE CAPERS

Texarkana
PERRY BRIDGES

Enloe
ORA LEE PRITCHET

Mineola
IRENE ECHOLS

Simms
MA YE LEPEARD

McKinney
MAXINE SKIDMORE

Biardstown
OP AL LASATER

Commerce
BESSIE BISHOP

Annona
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EDNA HAMIL TON

DeKalb

L.

S . SCARBOROUGH

Wolfe City
OPHELIA FARR

Texarkana
MYRTLE HAYNES

Ladonia
WALLACE BROYLES

Fruitvale
LILLIAN McKEE

Bonham
NELLIE HENSLEE

Merit
G. H. THOMAS

Commerce
DELIA BLAIR

Mansfield, Ark.
MAUDE TURNER

Pickton
GRACE BULLOCK

Sulphur Springs
EARL BISHOP

Miller Grove
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GLADYS Cox

Mt. Pleasant
CLARA P ENNINGTON

Fort Worth
FAYE GOOLESBY

Thomas
MAMIE DANIELS

Commerce
PAUL MOON

Ben Franklin

MA URINE

✓

HUDSON

Campbell
SUE WHITTEN

Helena , Ark .
D.

H. BOONE
Linden

MATTIE LEE LACY

Leonard
IMOGENE SANDERS
;

Blossom
LUTA SMITH

Sulphur Springs
GERTRUDE DOWNS

Chicota

_,
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SECOND YEAR

ALMA GIDDENS ____________ -------------------------------------------------- Commerce
UL YESS S PU RLOC K ______________________________________________________ ______ Birth right
L TLLIAN AYERS ----------------- ---------------------- ________________________ Blue Ridge

L. H. MOORE ·------ ---------- ____ ___ __________________________________________ Enloe
RUTH DOZIER ----------------------------------------------------- ___________ Commerce
HORACE HA YNES ______________________________________________________________ Bloomberg
ADDIE KEY _______ ___ _________________ ____________ __ ______________________________ Sulphur Springs
IVA AND ANA BUTL ER __ _____ _ _______ ________ _______________________________ Commerce
N AOMI ROBINETT ________________________________ ______________________ ____ ___.Klondike
MICHELL McCLURE _________________________________________________________ Como
LEV SPRADLING _____________________________________________ __________________ Emory
ANN IE AYERS _____ _________________ ____________________________________________ Blue Ridge
MABLE SHADDIX ________________ ______________________________________________ Marietta
DER WOOD MCKINNEY ____________________________________________ ___ ________Weaner
MATTIE MAE WALKER _____________________ _____________________________ Lanier
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ROWIN CHAPMAN ___ _________________________________________________________ Birthright
MAGGIE CA VERLEY ____________________________________ _______________________ Thomas
HASCAL MCCARLEY ___________________ ________________________ _______________ Van Alstyne
FRANC IS OLI VER ________________ _____________________ _____________ : ___________ Douglasville
A. L. NICKERSON ________________ ____ __________________ ________ _____________ ___ McKinney
MAGGIE MAE EARLE ___ _________ __ _________________________________________ _Campbell
C. B. NEEL y ____________________________ _________________________________________ .Whi tewri gh t
WILLIE NELLE WHITE _______________________________ ___ ____________________ Maud
LEONARD B YRE _________________________________________________________________ Quinlan
N AOME COURSEY ____________________ _______________________ __________________ _Can in en
MAE ANDERSON __________ ______________________________________________________ West minister
CLAUDE D ANIL _______________________________________________________________ Fulbright
GLADYS HENLEY--------------------------------------------------------------- Charleston
EARL ROBER 1 SON ______________________ ___________________ _______ _____________ Camp bell
PA UL !NE SHUPING __________________________ __________ ________________________ Camp bell
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P AN NIE COO KE ______________________ ______ ______ ______ __________________ _______ _Caviness
RUBY CARDER ______ __________________________________________________ Chicota
CARL CRAIG ___________ ______________________________________________ ____________ Enloe
EDITH LOON _____________________________________________ __________ _____ _________ Enloe
GRACE PARTER ·--~-----------------------------------------------------------· Point
CLEO SMYTHE ----------------------------------------------------------------- .Commerce
ADELAIDE ROB lNSON -------------------------------------------------------·. Blooming Grove
MOLLIE LEE MOORE------------------------------------------------------· Malakoff
ESTELLE MA TH[S ___________ _______ ________________________ ___________________Woodland
LOIS JOHNSON ___ ________________________________________________________________yo we! I
GRACE LASSITER _________________________ ___ ____________________ _____ __________ F ul bright
MRS. VENESSA B. GOGUE ________________________________________________ Marietta
JOHNIE KERBOW --------------------------------------------------------------- Fu I bright
EFFIE MAE H AWKINS ____________________________________________ __________ Campbell
DELL CRAWFORD ______________________________________________________________ fruit vale
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Du KE MCKINNEY_________________________________________________ ______ _______ Weaner
V IRGIE KEY ____________________________________ ____ __ _____________________________ Greenville
WARNE R F ITE _________________________________________________________ _________ H u ghes Springs
MAY BREW ______ __________ ____________________________________ ____________ ________ A very
IRENE SHUPING _____________________________ __ ________________________________ Campbell
LOLA B ELL P ARKER _________________________ ________________________ _______ _Patton ville
GRACE COOPER _________________________________ _______________________________ Campbell
RACHEL DEAN ______________________ __ __________ : ______________________________ Campbell
COY L EE DAVIS __________________ _________ ___ ___ _______________________________ .Fulbright
RUBY DIKE _____________________________________________________ _________________ Ben Wheeler
FLOSSIE MILLIGAN _____________________________________ ____ _________________ Birthright
PEARL N!CKERSON ________________ __ ___________________________ _______________McKinney
ANN A LEE COWSER ·--------------------------------- ________________________ Winnsboro
FAY RI CHARDSON ________________ : ____________________________________________ .Bettie
R UBY D AVIS ___________ ___________ _______________________________________________Mt. Pleasant
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STELLA DORN __________________________________________________________________ Emory
WILLIE OWENS __ ___________________ __________________________________________ _Canadian
MRS. FOREST JOHNSON, ___________________________ __ _______________________Mt. Vernon
GERVIENE WALTER ___ ______ ________________________________________________ Pickton
MINN rE LEE BROWN ____________ ________________________ _____________________ Pie kton
VERA STON E ______________________________________ _________________ ____________ Linden
EUNA MAE COPELAND ___________________________________________________ _Telephone
TH ELMA THRIFT ------------------------------------------------------------- Whitewright
H ERMAN MORROW__________________ _________ ____ ______________________________ Hughes Springs
ELLA MAE CRAIG __________________ ___ _______~ ________________________________ Ridgeway
E. C. ECHART ____ ___ _________ ______ ______ _______________________________________ Commerce
EL I ZABETH McCOY ________________ ____________ ______________________________ Atlanta
LURA CLOUD ___________________________________________________________________ Maxey
AL ICE PAYN --------------------------------------------------------------------- Chi !dress
MYRTLE COKER . __________________________________________ __________ _________ Nap !es
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FLOSSIE HANNAH _____________________________ , _________________ _____________Ladonia
W ALTER WEIR ·-------·-----------------------------------------------·----_ __ Su Iph u r Springs
VELMA YOUNG ___________________ _____________________________________________ McKinney
LON A GODW JN ·---------------------------------------------------- ----· -------·.McK inney
CLEO R A!NEY ________----------------------------------------------------------- Marietta
ELIZABET H BELLAH ________________________________ _____________________ __ Point
JOHNNIE KERBOW _________ __________________________________________ _________ Fu lbri ght
OLA WHITLEY ___________________________ _____________________________ __ _______ Peach
CECIL TURNER __________ ·--- ________________________ ________________________ __Pickron
LON A MA THEWS __________________________________ ___ ___ _______________ ________ Powder Iy
ADDIE POLLARD _________________________________ _____________________________ .Point
NOBLE SHADDIX _____________ ----------------------------- --------------------· Marietta
FRANK MCMILLA N ________________ _____ ________________________ _____ _________ Clear Lake
BRUNETT E BENTLY-------------------- --------------- ----------------------- Point
FA YE CALLOW Ay ____ ___________ _________ ___________ __________ _ _ __ _ Point
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CONNIE COOKE __________ __________________________________________________ _____Caviness
RUB y DIKE _______________ -------------------------------------------------------- Ben Wheel er
S. C. FLEMINGS ---------~------------------------------------~- ----------------Camp be! I
LUCILLE HOBBS ________________ _____________ ___________________________________ Commerce
EFFIE MAE HAWKINS __________________________________________________ ____ Campbell
CLARK CLINTON _________ _______ _________________ __________________ ___________ Pittsburg
ANNA LEE· CAWSER ____ ____________ __________ ____________ __________ __ ________ Winnsboro
FANNIE LEE M lL TON ____ ________ ____ ____________ ___________________ ________ Celeste
SUSIE AL UERSON _________________ _____ ______ ___________ ___ ____________________ Childress .
GRACE COOPJ=iR _______________ __ ____ ______ __________ _____ _________ _____________ Campbell
DONNIE MAY LINDL Y_______________________________________________________ Winnsboro
FAY RICHARDSON __________________ __ _______________ ____ ______ '. __ __ __ _________ Betty
RUBY JENNINGS ____ ___ _________ __________________ __ __________ ____________ ______ Commerce
BILLY CASEY _____ ______ _______________ ______________________________________ ___ _Caviness
RUBY DA VIS __ ----------!--------------------------------------- _________ ________ Mt. Pleasant
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PAULINE RYAN ________________________________________________________________ Point
LUCILE MCALISTER .________________________________________________________ Commerce
SAMUEL Hu NTER __________________________________ ____________________________ A very
RACHAL D EAN _____________ ~-------------------------------------------------- Campbell
MAGG IE GURLEY ______________________________________________________________ Tho mas
DEW! TT SM ITH _______________________________________________ ______ __________ Commerce
ARVELLA SMITH _______________________________________________________________ Mt. Pleasant
LOLA BELL PAR KER ·----------------------------------------- ______________ Patton vi Ile
SODIE DAL TON _________ ____ _________ ___________________________________________ Greenville
FRANCIS OLIVER ___ ________________ ___________________________________________ Douglasville
LOLA McDONALD ______ ____________________________ ___________________________ Commerce
I NA PERRY ___________________________ ___________________________________________ Bryan's Mill
NELL CAN _____________________ ____ ______________________________________________ Baily
HOMER ENGLAN0 ______________________________________________________________ Commerce
CONEY LANELLE ______________________________________________________________ 0 atton vi Ile
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LEON E KING ___________________________________________________ : ________________ Mt . Vernon
IRENE W ALKER ________________________________________________________________ Linden
J. W. WILSON _____ ------------------------------------------------------- ______,Sum mer
GWENDOLYN BEAU CHAMP ________________________________________________ Lassa ter
RUTH FOWLER _____________ _______________________________________________ ______ Bai Iy
FLOY ALEXANDER ______________________ __ ___________________________________ _.E nloe
MERLE CASTTE ________________________________________________________________ Bonbam
ODEL IA F INLE y ________________________________________________________________ Commerce
MARGARETT GROGARD ________________________________________________ ______ Collinsville
RUTH JACKSON ---------------------------------------------------------------- Enloe
SINGL ETON GR EEN _____________·___________________________________________ __ Su Iphu r Springs
MATTIE B ELL MCENTIRE _______________________________________________ Honey Grove
OLLA BELL CR.AWFORD _____ _______ _________________________________________Fr uit vale
EM0DELL REEVES _________________________________ ____________ _____________ ,,Mt. Vernon
EARL TENNYSON --------------------------------------------- ---------· _______Peer! ess
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MARDEA U MAURY_____________________________________________________________Whitewright
LOVAN LANGDON _________________________________________________ _____________ Leonard
GILMER WILLIAMS ________________ ___________________________________________ Royce City
GLEN MORRIS ________________ _________________ __________________________________ Thomas
CLARA KENNEMER . _________________________________________________________ Pleasant Grove
EUGENE CARRINGTON _______________________________________________________ Dike
MARJORI E ANDERSON ________________ ______________________________________ Westminister
ORENE JUN ELL _________________________________________________________________ Pittsburg
HELEN GOULD LANGDON __________________________________________________ Leonard
CL YOE MAYS --------------------------------------------------------------------- Commerce
MARY LEE MA y ______________ ___ ______________ ________________________________ Omaha
OPAL CARR ____________________________________________________________________ __Royce City
SAM BRIGHT ___________________________________ ___________________________________ Fu Ibright
ROSA Do Z IER -------------------------------------------------- __________________ Comm ere e
BESS HOBBS ____________ ___________________________________ ____________ ___________ Honey Grove
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JEWEL DA VIS ______________________________ __ ____________________________________ Blooming Grove
LOUISE ADAMS _____________________________________________ __ ____ : _____________ _Commerce
HENRY WHITLEY ____ __ ____ ________ _------------------------------------------- Commerce
BRUNETTA BENTLY _________________________________________________________ Point
GWENDOL YNE DUCKWORTH _______________ __________________ __ ____ _______ W estminister
HIRAM BERRY __________________________________ _________________________________ Fruitvale
LUCILLE TEMPLES ----------------------------------------------------------- Talco
RUBY EPPFRS ----------------------------------------------- ------- ____ ____ __ Dike
MARY WA THEN ----------------------------- ________________ _________________ Malakoff
MANTON ALVIS ______________________________________________________ __________ Winnsboro
GRACE YOUNG __________________________________________________________________ Commerce
OLA WHITLEY ________________________ _____ ___ __________________________________ Peach
IRVIN DUKE ______________ _____________ ___________ ______ ____________ ____________ __ Fruitvale
JU AN IT A FORD ___ __ ____________________ _________________ _____ __________ _______ Omaha
ARGIE LOUISE NORRIS ______________________________________________________ Kingston
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TRUMAN HAMILTON ____ ______ ____________ _________________________ Royce City
LULA
R VTi-1
EULA
AR TIS

BRADY ---------------------------------· ____ ____ ____ _______________________ Maude
BRADY ____________________________________ __ ____ __ ________________________ Dike
DONALDSON _________________ ___________________________________________ Kenys
B ECKHAM ____________________________________ __________________ _________ Sulphur Springs

ETHEL LEE -----------------------------------------------------------------------Win fie Id
HA TT IE CHEYNE __________________________________ _____ ________________________ Annona
OLIVER WILHITE ______________________________________________________________Mt . Pleasant
GA THA MCBURNETT __________________ --------------------------------------· ________________________ _
DOZZIE BECKHAM ____________ __ ______________________________________________ Enloe
F IN LEY MOORE ___________________ ______________________________________________ Mt. Vernon
GLADYS BUR TON ______________________________________ ____ _____________________ Caviness
MARY DUTTON _________________________________________________________________ Honey Grove
LA TTIE HOLLOWAY ___________________________________________________________ Fairlie
L INOEL BOZEMAN _____________________________________________________________Wy I ie

!'age I 03

OPAL HODGENS _________________________________________________________________ Chicota
PHILIX ESLOE _____ ________________________________________________ ____________ Fairlie
THELMA ANDERSON _____________________ ____ ___________________ : ____________ Sulphur Springs
G EORGE ANN HOWEl. ------------- -------------------------- ---------------- Simms
MATTIE LOU STOCKS ___________________________________________________ _____ Scroggins
JUNIOR COL E _____________________________________ ______________________________ _Ector
BLANCHE COL E ___ ____________________________________________________ _________.Ector
MATTEEL HINSON ________________________ ___________________________________ Picton
SAM GIDDINS ___________________ __________________________________ ___________ ___ Annona
MAGGIE ABERNATHY ____________ -------------------------------------------- Kingston
LOCKY STOCKS ·----------------------------------------------------------------- Scroggins
ALETHA PIPPlN ________________________ _________________ ________ _______________ Miller Grove
ZELLA KERR ROBER TS _____________________________________________________ Ambia
CLEO BREWER ______________________________ __________________________ _________ <:curry
DORIS WARD ____________________________________________________________________ Mt. Pleasant
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GLADYS GARRETT_____________________________________________________________ Emory
ALFRED SMITH __________________________________________________________________ Winfield
AGNES SPURLOCK _____________________________________________________________ Sulphur Springs
MAUDE JONES ______ ____________________________________________________________ _Medi 11
LENA GAMBAL ____________________________________ _____________________________ Kemp
EMILY LOTTA ____________________________________________________________ _______ Mason, Tenn .
OPAL MILLS _____________________________ _________________________________________ Dodd City
KATHLEEN STE P HENS ·----------·---------------------- -------------------·Ran do! ph

B. B. PRATHER ______________________________________ _______________________ ____ Green ville
RUBY REYNOLDS ·----·--------------------------------------------------------- Commerce
A UBRER y McWH!TTER _____________________________________________________ w y lie
JOHNNlE JEFFRIES __________________________________________________________,Honey Grove
MAY ALDER ______________________ ________________________________________ ________ Dodd City
ALMA GIODINGS _______________________________________________________________ .Commerce
DERA A BERN ATHY -----------·-· -------------------------------------· ________ Kin gst,,n
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Staff Officers
p ANSY I RE LAND ______________________________________________ Edi tor
DAN HICKERSON ________________________________ ____ Art

Edi tor
D ORTHY MULLER ____________________ Assistant Art Editor
GEORGE LEE FLING ____________________________ Sport Editor
D ORTHY SAYLE ______________________ Assistant

Sport Edi tor

TENTH GRADE CLASS OFFICERS
0. C.

MULKEY ,

JR. ____________________ Secretary-Treasurer

HASKELL BRYANT _____________

_____ __________________ Reporter

TENTH GRADE CLASS ROLL
0. C. MULKEY, JR.
PANSY IRELAND
GEORGE LEE FLING
BLANCHE DE JERNETT
JOHN SILMAN, JR.
MATALENE DILLINGHAM
OSCAR ADAMS
ANNABEL VAN KIRK
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CARL BUCHANNAN
PATRA BRANNOM
HASKELL BRYANT
WILMA DYER
NORMAN GAL YON
LOIS ABERNATHY
CLIFTON PUCKETT
JAMES DOUGLASS

,
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NINTH GRADE CLASS OFFICERS
SARAH M ARSHALL _______________________________ ____ President
DORTHY SAYLE

MAUR I CE

----------------------------------Vice- President

M ITCHE L L _________________ Secretary - Treasurer

NINTH GRADE CLASS ROLL
DORTHY MULLER
DORTHY SAYLE
R OBERT FLING
SARAH MARSHALL
FOWLER STARK
MAE B ARTLETT
MAUR [CE MITCHELL
GLADYS THURMAN
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HOWARD CARR
NOBIA MYERS

W . Y . GOFF

•

FRANCIS WELCH
HUBERT NEAL
LOIS FREEMAN
ODELL L AWSON
NOVELENE MCKINNEY

,
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EIGHTH GRADE

SEVENTH GRADE
Page 113

SIXTH GRADE

(

FOURTH AND FIFTH GRADES
Page 114

SECOND AND THIRD GRADES

FIRST GRADE
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KINDERGARTEN
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•

ATHLETICS

,:::,~'~
DOROTHV moLt £R

BASKET BALL GIRLS
THURMAN
SAYLE

MRS. PICKETT, Coach
DYER
D ILLINGHAM

RICHARDS

DE J ERNETTE

FOOT BALL BOYS
Back:
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Fling, Cheatham, Silman, Mitchell, England.

Front:

Pratt, Goff, Hickerson, Galyon, Whit ley, Knight.

BASKET BALL BOYS
CARR
FLING

ENGLAND
DOUGLAS

BOWERS

MITCHE LL
PUCKETT

SILMAN
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BOLIN

CLOWERS

MCMILLIAN

HOLLEY
ACKER
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FITE

MURPHY

Mrss HARRIETT NORA ROGERS .

Director of Women 's Athletics

This year E . T . S. T. C. welcomed to its faculty Miss Harriett
Rogers from Chattanooga, Tenn. Miss Rogers came well prepared
for her work as Physical Director for women and as Coach of the
girls' basket ball team. She received her B. A . Degree from the
University of Chattanooga in 1919 and M . A . Degree in Physical
Education and Hygiene from the Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York, in 1921. In her position as director of physical
education for women she has won the love and admiration of every
student in school. She is one of the best-liked coaches we have ever
had, as well as extremely competent and efficient. She succeeded in
keeping the morale of the team at high peak throughout the season,
with the result that the girls presented a formidable, well organized,
smoothly running basket ball team at all times. We are glad indeed
to have her with us.
JOSEPH

A. MURPHY, Head Coach

Director of Men's Athletics

This is Coach Murphy's first year with us, but in that time he
has shown himself a coach of unusual ability. He is an experienced,
faithful and conscientious worker in anything he undertakes, which,
coupled with that forceful will and unwavering courage of which
he is possessed , has won him a place in the heart of every athlete and
student in school. He is a courteous gentleman, a true friend , a
faithful worker, and an efficient coach . He comes to us from Centre
College, where he was one of the leaders in school work as in
athletics. Nowhere could we have found a better man for this work.
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First Row-Murphy , Coach; Neal, Pennington , Kennedy, Wimberley, S. Carrington, Bohannan, Vinson , Duncan, Clifton , Todd,
T. Carrington, Gill, Acker, coach.
Second Row-Alexander , Roach , Fite, Hardin, Shaddix, Welmaker, Hardaway, Thomason , Windell, Miller.
Third Row-English , Morris, Ford, Holley, Cameron, McGill , Patrick, Manager.

COACH MURPHY
Although this was Murphy's first year at E. T. , he has had ample
time to show us all that he knows football from A to Z. More and better
than that, he teaches his men to be clean and sportsmanly on the field , and
gentlemen everywhere. It is difficult to limit appreciation of Coach
Murphy's activity among us to his work with athletics, for he has very
quiet! y ( except when on stage) filtered in to every corner of the college
life, and left it all a bit better for the contact. All in all , he is of the sort
of men who must be depended upon to keep athletics such a worthy institution that it will be permanent in our colleges. He hails from Centre
College, where he played with Bo McMillan .
COACH ACKER
Acker demonstrated his ability first as a football player at T . C. U. ,
where he was chosen as All-Conference tackle. He learned the game from
that teacher called experience, and what is more , he can impart what he
knows to his men . He is that sort of a man who can get the most out of
his men , always has something to say to them in the way of encouragement , praise and sportsmanship. Acker is a credit to any team as a mentor,
and w e hope we have him at E . T . " for keeps. "
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V

Review of Season
When the call for training camp was given only six letter men from
the squad of '24 reported . They were Chink Pennington, Lester Morris,
G . A. Wimberly, Guy McGill. John Windell and Carl Holley. Around
these , with four old letter men, John Blevins, James Hardin , Morris Miller
and Perry Fite, and a wealth of new material Coach Murphy built his
team .
It seemed from the very first that we would have one of the best
teams in several years, but from the looks of our percentage at the end of
the season one might not believe it. We don ' t want to offer any alibis;
we did not win all the games, neither did we lose all of them. Something
of our strength was shown from the results of the games with San Marcos
and Trinity University, both of which usually beat us by five or six
touchdowns. This year the former was proud of her 2 to O victory, while
the latter surely earned her 16 to 7 victory. Beyond a doubt we had one
of the strongest lines E . T. has had in a long time. Taken as a whole,
we had a splendid team, .a real machine, one that all E. T. is proud of.
We only hope that all the players who are eligible will be back next year.

Wearers of the "T"
CARL HOLLEY
G . A. WIMBERLY
LESTER MORRIS
COLEMAN PENNINGTON
LOREN VINSON
WILLIAM ENGLISH
JOHN WINDELL
SAM FORD
RUSSELL DUNCAN
GUY McGILL

JAMES HARDIN
JOHN BLEVINS
MORRIS MILLER
STANLEY CAMERON
HERMAN THOMASON
PERRY FITE
MORRIS ROACH
RAY HARDAWAY
CLYDE TODD
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A GOOD RETURN

AROUND LEFT END
Page 126

CARL HOLLEY

"Shorty"
Captain Holley led the Lions at halfback and his
steady playing and able leadersh ip proved to be big
This is
factors in the strength of the team.
"Shorty's" last year with us . He will always be
remembered as a clean player and one who was always sure to ga in . We know " Art " w ill continue
his good work elsew h ere.

G . .A. WIMBERLY
"Hoss"
Although handicapped by injuries, G. A. played
a great game at halfback. At broken field running,
tackling , passing, line plunging and blocking old
" Hoss" was at his best. Noth in g could put more
fi ght into the team than just to know that he was
in the game with them . He is captain-elect for
next year, a merited recognition of his value.
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LESTER MORRIS

"Happy Jack"
This was "Happy Jack's" second year to call
signals for the Lions. He was one of the smallest
members of the team, but he played every game and
played every one well. He is one of the best safety
men this side of " Powder River. "
Lester has a
head and can use it.

COLEMAN PENNINGTON

"Chink"
" Chink" finished his third year of football with
us this season. He played the fullback position.
He was our official hooter, and " boy howdy" he
booted ' em too. He has that old fight , pep, and
determination that is indispe_nsab!e to a team , and
characteristic of himself.

LOREN VINSON

" Rabbit"
Vinson earned his first " T " at halfback , and
drew his nickname " Rabbit " from his spectacular
end runs. He is fast , and full of nerve, and played
stellar football for a first year man.
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WILLIAM ENGLJSH

This was " Bill 's" first year to wear the purple
and gold and he did it with honor. He is a speedy
end, and hard to get around when a play comes
his way. He is a degree student too , and we are
sorry to lose him.

JOHN WINDELL

"Winchell"
"Winchell " landed his second "T" as an end.
He is fast, full of nerve and dependable for his
consistent defensive play. John 's basket ball training makes him like to snag the pigskin out of the
air.

SAM FORD

"Jitney"
This was Ford's first year to be a Lion and
when he finally settled at end, he was out of the
" Jitney" class. He is fast, hard to get around , a
good defensive player, and likes to pull them down
out of the ai,r.
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RUSSELL DUNCAN

"Country"
This was Duncan 's first year with us, but during the early part of the season he was injured,
and missed th~ last few games. He played the
He is fast , a good defensive
position of end.
player and likes to snag them out of the sky.

Guy McGILL
" Lucy"
"Lucy" may have been the smallest man on the
team , but he played center as a worthy running
mate to Hardin. What he doesn ' t have in size he
makes up for in fight. This was his second year
with us , and E. T. expects a lot of him in the
seasons he still will have with us.

JAMES HARDIN

"Senator"
Like Fite, Hardin had to come back after ped dling a little knowledge. He landed his second
" T " over the pigskin, and his work was consistent, unerring , and especially good on defense.
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JOHN BLEVINS

"Jawn"
Blevins, the mighty man from Mt. Pleasant,
carried away his second "T" at guard. His giant
figure and his work in the line made enemy backfield men look elsewhere for an opening. He could
always be depended upon in an emergency, on the
gridiron or campus.

MORRIS MILLER

" Dopey"
Morris earned his second "T" at guard. His
steady and faithful work netted him a place on the
regular eleven. He is another lover of the game
and was a valuable asset to the team.

STANLEY CAMERON

" Choat"
"Choat" played with the Lions for the first
time this year, and earned his letter at guard. This
position he filled with the ability of a veteran. His
steady work and hard light make him a member
of the regular eleven. C -c-c-courage, Cameron!
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H. D. THOMASON
Tackle
Fearless, a fighter from start to finish that ' s
" Red. " They just did not make any gains over
his position. Herman studied the game and learned
many of its tricks.
Graduation will keep him
away from us now. He did his part and we expect
much of him where he goes.

PERRY FITE

"Prexy"
" Prexy " could not stand the temptation; after
peddling knowledge for a year, he had to come
back and play for the blue and gold again . He has
just what his name signifies-fight. He is a true
lover of the game, and at the position of tackle ,
was there with the goods. Whenever he was needed ,
depend on " Prexy. "

MORRIS ROACH

"Fannie"
" Fannie" played good ball in every game , but
did his best when mad. He is big, and rangy , and
could be depended upon to break through the
line. This was " Whoa Fannie, ho gal's" first year
with us.
He is coming back next year to hold
down his old job as tackle .
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RAY HARDAWAY

" Bud" .
Although this was " Bud's" first yea r to play
football , h e showed the spirit and stuff which
A born fighter
makes football pla ying famous.
and hard worker, especially is he to be commended
for his work in the Trinity University ga me. We
count the fact that he will be back next year a
very big asset .

CLYDE

Tooo

" Heads Up "
This was Todd 's first year to wear the blue and
His fight and determination added mu ch
gold.
strength to the team. He played at guard , and
says he has learned the meaning of " Heads Up. "
This boy's physical strength and endurance are
going to help him.
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Basket Ball Review of Season
Basket ball training opened with only two letter
men from the team of '24 reporting, John Windell
and Chink Pennington. Late in the season G. A.
Wimberley appeared. With these men and two men
from the team of '23, Carl Holley and H. D. Thomason, together with many new men Coach Murphy
built his team.
Although we won fewer games, the team worked
together as good, knew as much about the technique
and :floorwork of the game as any of the teams in the
past. In every game we won the :first half, but seemed
to slow up in the second half and lose in the last few
minutes. Most of the men will be back next year.
At Abilene:
SIMMONS COLLEGE
Team showed up good. Took lead early in the
game, but lost in the last few minutes. Second game
took extra time to decide. Acker was the outstanding star. First game 3 7 -2 9, second 3 7 -3 3.
ABILENE CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
The best team , without a doubt, that we played
in Abilene. In the :first game the boys played them to
a standstill, but as with Simmons, lost in the last few
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minutes. Score 34-31. In the second game the Lions
didn't show so much pep, losing 3 7 -12.
McMURRA Y COLLEGE
The team seemed to be tired or worked down,
but played good games. They luckeq. us out of both
games. First game 36-37, second 28-30.
N. T . S. T. C. AT DENTON
The boys seemed to be off form. A large court
and the team could not adjust itself to it. Hardigree
went wild and threw goals from all parts of the floor,
wmnmg for the Eagles. First game 28-22 , second
32-26.
TRINITY AT WAXAHACHIE
The team came into its own against the Tigers
and took them into camp to the tune of 20-14. The
game was somewhat of the rough and tumble sort,
but we had them outclassed.
AUSTIN COLLEGE AT SHERMAN
Our game from start to finish. Took the lead
early in the game and never were in danger. Pennington and Acker outstanding players. Score 3 7-20 .
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COACH MURPHY,

Basket Ball

Under the efficient direction of Coach Murphy we had one
of our best boys' basket ball teams in a lon g time. He taught
them co be fair , clean sports and the science of the game and
suceeded in getting them to realize the value of playing as a
unit. He has a personal interest in each and every man. Their
motto seemed to be " Not Whether We Win or Lose, But How
We Play the Game." A constant source of encouragement and
strength for the team , a coach that E. T. is glad to call her own.

E.

COLEMAN PENNINGTON

Forward
Fort Worth contrib uted another gocid forward when "Chink"
came to E. T. This completes his third year on the squad. His
accuracy at shooting goals won for him his place as captain.
Especially is he remembered for his work at Simmons and
Austin College.
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JCHN WINDELL

G. A.

WIMBERLY

Forward

Guard

" Winchell" earned his second
letter in basket ball at forward ,
serving sometimes at center. His
shifty floor play and ability to
loop the basket made him indispensable to the team.
His
fast work added many points to
the Lions' score.

G. A . is one of those natural
guards and had every enemy
dribbler puzzled for openings
for the basket. More than once
did " Hoss" venture to the middle of the court and add points
by looping long ones . He is
available for one more season.

ELTON ACKER

Forward
Acker earned his first letter
at forward. He ran up a fair
score during the season by his
accurate shots and his ability to
cover the court. " AK " is ex pected to prove a wonderful
asset in his coming three seasons.
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H. D.

W. CARL HOLLEY
Guard

THOMASON

Center

Another
Sulphur
Springs
product, after sterling play at
guard, leaves us with a sheepskin. " Shorty 's" forward was
lucky to ring a shot. His smiling countenance and stonewall
guarding will be sorely missed
next winter.

" Red" earned his third letter
in basket ball at center. He is
one of those hard working and
sterling players that are absolutely essential to every team .
He gets his degree this year and
will be sorely missed next year.

RUSSELL DUNCAN

Guard
" Country" Duncan, the pride
of Cass County, shared with
Wimberley the good guarding.
A first year man but just watch
him.
In every game he displayed the qualities of a veteran.
He will return from Hughes
Springs for three more seasons.
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s:

First R o w-Morris , Moss, Williams, Carrington , Hardin , Binnio n , Williamson , Echart , Randolph , Murphy.
S econd Row-English , Holley, Pennington , Hamlin , Sandlin, Ow ens, T. Carrington, Hyatt , Lewis.

Third R o w-McGill , Gill , Ford, Duncan, Windell, Hardaway, Griffiths.

;c:

7

Watching 'Em Over
This volume of the Locust will be in the hands of the printer and owner
before the baseball season is over; hence our brief sketch. With on! y six letter
men back from the team of ' 24, Carl Holley, Chink Pennington, G. A. Wimberley, Lester Morriss, John Windell and Guy McGill, and one from the team
of '22 , Roscoe Griffitts, and a wealth of new material, Coach Murphy built
up his team .
We started the season pretty bad, but have at last hit out' stride. Most of
the games lost have been by small scores. We divided honors with North
Texas and Austin College, two of the strongest teams in the T. I. A . A .
We lost only two or three men on the team through graduation this year.
Tl;ie season next year will start with almost a full team of veteran players.
Here's to next year-may it be the greatest yet.
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First Row-Alford , McMillan, Byers, Beville, Nicewarner, Whitten , Rogers, coach.
S eco nd Row-Camp, McMillan, Boze, Lacy, Hart, Morphew.
Third Row-Brown , Goolesby, Bolin, captain, Montgomery, King, Nix .

Review of Season
E. T. girls won every game played on their home
court and were the only team in the conference to
defeat both T. W. C. and San Marcos, which is a highly satisfactor y achievement. The schedule this year
was harder than any played in previous seasons and
the team has responded with a visible increase in application, general spirit, and technique of the court.
The old players on the team were: Mamie Bolin,
Fannie Lee McMillan and Ruth Montgom ery and
with Homa Alford, Silvia Boze, Irene Byers, Cleolice
McMillan as new material the team accomplish ed
much. Silvia Boze was elected captain of next year's
team.
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E. T . AT DENTON
the first game of the season to the six of North
lost
Lioness'
.
T
The E .
Texas State Teachers' College by a score of 24-19 . The game was a fast and
interesting one.
E . T. AT. SAN MARCOS
The Lioness' were defeated by a margin of ten points. The forwards
could not adjust themselves to the new courts . Every one played a good game.
T . W. C. AT COMMERCE
E . T . won her first game on her home court by a score of 33-22.
cheers from the sideline helped the girls to put it over.
SIMMONS COLLEGE AT ABILENE
Again the E . T . six were defeated by a score of 26-17 .
clean and showed sportsmanship in every way.

The

The game was

T . W . C. AT FORT WORTH
The Lioness' lost to T . W . C. by a score of 26 - 18 , although they wo;i on
their home court. A very fast and interesting game was played from whistle
to whistle .
W . T. S. T. C. AT COMMERCE
The game was close from whistle to whistle, but the Lioness ' won by
24-21 . Through all the play neither team got a lead of over three points,
and no lead was maintained for more than two minutes.

Captain
Running Center

M AEM IE BOLIN,

" Litt le D " cam e upon th e co urt this year w ith seaso ns of
success ful exp erience as a m ember of E. T . basket ball sq uad .
H er work thi s yea r has been n o tabl e both as a lead er of t he
H er grin is ch aracteri stic, al ways
tea m and as a co -pl ay er.
chee rful , full o f pep, and rea rin ' to go. M aem ie m ade a good
captain , and h er gra du ation thi s year leaves a vaca ncy h ard to fil l.
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FANNIE LEE MACMILLAN

Forward
Fannie Lee was one of the
most consistent players on the
squad; she was one of the very
best in making each shot count.
She helped to keep up the
morale of the team through her
good sportsmanship. Her lovable personality made her a
favorite among her team-mates.
This is " Mac 's" third year of
successful playing. We lose her
through graduation, and she
leaves an enviable record behind.

RUTH MONTGOMERY

Forward

IRENE BYERS

Jumping Center
When the whistle blew, Irene
was " up in the air " to get the
tip. She was one of the girls
who played in every game from
whistle to whistle. She was not
only on the court all the time,
but she was " in the game"
every minute. This is Irene 's
first year , but her splendid playing ability coupled with enthusiasm and pep have made her one
of the most popular girls both
on the team and among the fans.
We hope she will be back next
year.

Ruth's place as a forward
was well earned, for she did her
part in piling up the points for
E. T. This is Ruth 's second
year on the squad, and she has
helped raise the morale and
spirit of the team through her
efforts.
Ruth 's unselfishness,
sportsmanship, and good playing have won a permanent place
for her among her team-mates.
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HOMA ALFORD

CLEOLICE MACMILLAN

Guard

Guard

Homa was one of the best
guards in the game. She was
alwa ys "on her toes" and ready
to go.
This is Homa 's first
year , but her record and place
among her team - mates are very
good.
She is expected back
next year.

" Ted" was a joy to the coach
and team, and a good guard.
She was fast and shifty, full of
pep and vim , and ready to pour
it on ' em. She played a good
clean game and made her presence felt among her team-mates
and opponents.
Ted is a
" Soph," and we expect two
years more of her invincible
guarding.

SILVIA BOZE

Captain-Elect , Guard
" Big D " could always be depended upon to do her best ; her
guarding did much toward keeping down the score of the opposing team . She was always
alert and fighting in the game.
" Sivie" has the old spirit that
makes 'em , and her initiative
and skill as a leader will make
her basket ball career more remarkable next year.
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Men's Glee Club
President ____________________________________________________________________ HERMAN D. THOMASON
Secretary-Treasurer __________________________________________________________________ D. C. KENNEDY
Librarian ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Eu AL ECHART
First TenorsPERRY BRIDGES
TRAVIS CARRINGTO N
GEO. F. NELSON
SINGLETON GREEN
EUAL E CHART
SAM GIDDENS
SKILLMAN BIRD

Second TenorsC. M . McGLA THERY
WILLIAM JOHNSON
FINLEY MOORE
MORRIS TROUGHBE R
JESSE TROUGHBE R
JOHN PIRTLE

BaritonesCLYDE MAYS
HUBERT GLAZE
LEE CLIFTON
SPURGEON CARRINGTO N
DALE CLOWERS
JACK EVANS
VESTER ELLEDGE
WILLIAM OWEN
DAVE WOMACK

BassesBRADLEY BARBER
MORRIS VAUGHN
D. C. KENNEDY
W. E. THOMPSON
HOBART JOHNSON
ROY SANDLIN
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Beach Choral Club
MARIE AMIS
Z ELMA BARTLETT
DAISY BLAYLOCK
ROBBIE COWAN
OLA MAE DALE
ELIZABETH DILLINGHAM
KATHERINE ERWIN
VERA GAINES
ALMA GIDDENS
ERNELL HENSLEE
IRENE JUNELL
MA URINE KNIGHT
PAULINE LAIRD
CORDIE LENNON
ERMA LOGAN
OLA MARSHALL
RUTH MONTGOMERY
IRMA GENE MOXLEY
IRENE PRICE
DONNA RAY
ELLA RICHARDSON
MABEL SHADDIX
MRS . AUSTIN SMITH
LUTA SMITH
AGNES SPURLOCK
LOIS THOMAS
MAY DELL WATKINS
N E TTIE WICKERSHAM
LILLIAN WILLIAMS
MRS . CHARLES TENNYSON

LOIS BARBEE
BESSIE BISHOP
OBERA CATES
OLA BELL GREGG
EMILEE DICKSON
FLOW DOSTER
MRS. EMMA FORD
CHRISTINE GALLOWAY
MA URINE HARLOW
MINNIE BELL HUDSON
ESTHER PEARL KERBOW
MATTIE LEE LACEY
MARYLEE
ARVIE LEWIS
LORENE MCCALEB
OPAL MILL
MAUDIE MORPHEW
EULA OATS
OMA PLUNKETT
JEWELL RHONE
PAULINE RYAN
SIBYL SINCLAIR
LORA SMITH
OPAL SMITH
LUCY SWEARINGEN
MRS . VERA THORNTON
BLANCHE WHITE
LOTTIE LEE WILSON
NADINE YORK

I,
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WHITTE N

LEE

LUTZ
BOLIN
MULLER

MCKINLE Y

MCMAHA N
BARTLET T
HARLESO N
BRANNO N

BROWN
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HICKEY

HICKS

NORWOOD
CLARK

RYAN

OLD

HOWSE

COOPER
OLD
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Ci tamard Club
O FFICERS
JAMES HARD IN ---------------------------------------------------------------- _________________ President
MORRIS MILLER - - --- ---------------------------------------------- - - -------------------- Vice- President
GEORGIA GANTT ________________________________________________________________________________ Secretary
PERRY FITE ________________ -~----------------------------- --------------------------------------Treasurer
COLEMAN PENNINGTON _______________________________ ____ _____________ ______ Sergeant-at-Arms

CARL HOLLEY
SALLY BUCHANAN
ROY SANDLIN
GEORGIA GANTT
JOHN WINDELL
PERRY FITE
COLEMAN PENNINGTON
HERMAN THOMASON
J . A . MURPHY
MRS. J . A. MURPHY
MRS . H . SALMON
BILL BROOKS
MERLE ANDERS
INEZ CAMP

LILLIAN WILLIAMS
ELAINE MILLS
NOBLE ARTHUR
GERTRUDE PERKINS
MORRIS MILLER
BEN PATRICK
MAE LIGHTFOOT
LOLA BEN ALEXANDER
J. D. ALEXANDER
CLEOLICE McMILLAN
PEGGY WARREN
JAMES HARDIN
CLAUD EDGE

FACULTY ADVISOR :
MISS MAUDE WEBSTER
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HOME ECONOMICS CLUB

COUNTRY LIFE CLUB

LATIN CLUB
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ELLISON HOUSE

HOPKINS COUNTY CLUB
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PRIMARY COUNCIL

BLUE ROSE CLUB
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UPSHUR COUNTY CLUB

FANNIN COUNTY CLUB
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Fine Arts Club
OFFICERS
I RV A D.

REYNOLDS _________________________________________________ __________________________ Pre si dent

ANNA BAXTER --------------------------------------------------------------------------Vice-Pres ident
BESS WESTBROOK ----------------------- ---------------- ______________________ Secretary-Treasurer
DALE COPE LAND ____________________________________________________________________ Publicity Agent

The avowed purpose of the club, outside of"recreation, is to get students
interested in art by bringing exhibits and present day artists to the College ;
to study modern artists , including Texas artists and the old masters of sculpture,
painting and architecture ; to keep in touch with educational art problems of
the day, and to learn to appreciate the beautiful and to help create it in our
own surroundings.
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Adam's Apple Orchestra
HORACE ADAMS, Director__ __________________________________________ ________ Violin , Saxophone
HUBE RT ARMSTEAD _______________________________________________________________________ Saxophone

0 RAN BROWN-------------------------------------------- ______________________________________ saxOp h One
JAMES WRA y __ ------------------------------------------------------------ __________________________Drums
CHARLES CATES ______________________________________________________________________________ Trombone
MOZELLE SCAF F ______________ : ________ --------------------------------------------- _______________ piano
CAROLL MUNDEN---------------------------------------------- · __________________________________ Cornet
LOWE LL BAXTER ____ ---------------------- _______________________________________________________Cornet

Horace Adams and his Apples furnished the jazz for the North Texas
dances and frolics of the year. His orchestra was in constant demand at college
entertainments where snappy music was needed. The group appeared in chapel
several times during the year to full audiences, and was regularly a feature at the
Open House at the Dormitory. In most of the high-class dances held m
Commerce and the surrounding towns Adams' Apples furnished the music.
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The R. B. Binnion Chapter
... of ...

The Scholarship Society of Texas
OFFICERS
MRS. ADA T. WRAY _________________________________________________________________________President
H. D. THOMASON _________________________________ ______________________________ ______ Vice- President
FRANCES HARRISON ______________________________ ____________________________ Recording Secretary
MEL VIN B. MACKEY ____________________________________________________ _____________________ Treasurer
EVELYN SMITH ___________________________________________________________ Corresponding Secretary
HELEN BROWN __________________________________________________________________________________Reporter
FACULTY A D VISOR S

• ________ 19 2 7
J. M. BLEDSOE ___________________________________________________ ____________________________
H. H. J. FLING ·---------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- 1 92 6
G. GROVE ______________________________ _____________________________________________________________ 19 2 6

J.

MEMBERS
CLAUD EDGE
ROBERT WHITLEY
MRS. VAL ERIE FAIN
ROBERT E. BAKER

PATH. NORWOOD
FRANK POTTER
ZELMA BARTLETT
LOUISE LEHNING

The R. B. Binnion Chapter of the Scholarship Society of Texas was organized for the
year 1924 - 25 with five senior and nine junior members.
The accusation has been made that those who make good enough records to be eligible
for the Scholarship Society are never worth anything to a school in other activities, but the
R. B. Binnion Chapter refutes this statement. In this club there are representatives of the
following activities: Athletic letter men, Y. W. C. A . Cabinet, Glee C lub, Choral Club, Kalir
Klub, Country Life C lub, Citamard C lub , Student Council. H. E. Club, East Texan Staff,
Locust Staff, Press Club, Class Editor, and Commerce Community Theatre.
During the spring term the honor students were entertained by the Society, which fact
shows that they like to play as well as work.
The Chapter also sponsored the organization of a Scholarship Club among those whose
classifications rendered them ineligible for the Chapter. Its aim, like that of the Chapter, is
the promotion of Scholarship and good fellowship in the college, especially among those whose
native ability , taste, opportunity and industry enable them to stand as high students.
The Chapter sent two representatives to the state meeting of the Scholarship Society of
Texas. Mr. Bledsoe was chosen chairman of the committee to recommend amusements to the
constitution of the Texas Society.

.

The Chapter also sponsored a special meeting for the purpose of holding up standards and
emphasizing efficiency to the student body. Dr. Lefkowitz was the speaker of the occasion.
The benefits of the organization were shared with all the students of the college.
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Kalir Klub
OFFICERS
JANI CE J ERNI GIN ---------------------------------------- _____________________________________ President
EVELYN SMITH __________________________________________________________________________ Vice- Presiden t
LORENE LILLY ----------------------------------------------------------- ______________________ Secretary
M YLIE LEE ACKER ___________________________________________________________________________ Treasurer
ESTELLE TAYLOR ______________________________________________________________________________ Reporter

FRANCES WATSON
AUGUSTA B EAUCHAMP
MARY MANNING
MYRA MARSHALL
LUCILLE MUSGROVE
LOUISE ADAMS
FRANCES H ARRISON

MARGARET MULLER
lLMA DRAKE
EVELYN ESTES
MARY JERNIGIN
GERALDINE RICHARDS
MARIAN WYNN
MOZELLE SCAFF
CLOE SATCHER

SPONSOR S:
ELIZABETH STORRIE
BESS MALONE
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The Locust Staff
MORRIS MILLER _____________________________________________________ ..E, di tor-in-Chief
CARL HOLLEY ______________________________________________________ Business Manager
CLAUDE EDGE _____________________________________________________________ Sport Edi tor
MEL VIN MACKEY ____________________________________________________________ Art Editor
MITTIE STIDHAM ____________________________________________________________ Art Edi tor
CECIL KENNEDY _____________________________________________________________ Drafts man
JOHN WINDELL _____________________________________ Assistant Business Manager
JAMES OLD _______________________________________________ _______________ Assistant Edi tor
MEL VIN HOWSE _________________________________________________ Staff Photographer
HELE N BROWN ____________________________________________________________ Senior Edit or
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RICHARDS
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CLOWERS

JERNIGIN

WHITLEY

EDGE

Editor

Business Manager

OLD

ALEXANDER
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Press Club
MARY R. BOWMAN ____________________________ President
ROBERT L. WHITLEY __________________________ Secretary

CLAUDE A. EDGE
J. D. ALEXANDER
GERALDINE RICHARDS
JAMES WRAY
INA MAY OGLETREE
LOUISE OGLETREE
JANICE JERNIGIN
ESTELLE TAYLOR
MARIAN WYNN
Lors THOMAS
KEITH DELAY
LUCILLE TAYLOR
CARROLL MUNDEN
MERLE ANDERS
LOUISE LEHNING
JOHN OLD
JAMES OLD
MR.
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E. K. WooD ______________________ Faculty Sponsor
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The May Queen
Election
February 10th saw a peppy and liuely
contest in the election of the May Queen.
This nomination is one of the big euents
cf the year, eueryone hauing a uote and
priuilege to declare their choice. Class
politics were a big part of the procedure
and accounted for much of the enthusiasm.

j

i

i

i

i
i
i
i
i
i
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We take pleasure in presenting to you
Queen Margaret , of the House of B euille,
Ruler of the Court for nineteen hundred
and twenty -fiue.

+1•- ··- ··- ··- ··- ··- ··- ··- ··- ··- ·•- ··- ··- ·•- .1•- ··- ··- ··- ·+
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Debates
CHARLES T ENNYSON
BASCOM P ERKINS

WALLA CE BROYLES
J OE

D.

RYAN

Debated Canyon , at Canyon.
favor of E. T. S. T . C.

Decision 2 to 1 m

Debated at Commerce against San Marcos.
cision 3 to O in favor of E . T . S. T . C.

De -

Subject : Resolved , that it would be to the best interests of Texas to
create a state board of equalization which will relieve the present county boards
o f the duty of determining valuations for state taxes .
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AN E. T. DEBATER ATTEMPTS TO PUT IN PRACTICE AT HOME
HIS ORATORICAL AND PERSUASIVE ABILITY
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Drama tic Activi ties
The Commer ce Commu nity Theatre was organize d
by Miss Maud Webster , head of the Departm ent of Reading, when she took charge of duties here. The purpose
of the organiza tion is to encourag e both dramatic and playwriting ability.
Four program s have been put on this year by the
· theatre. They are " Clarence ," which was presented as the
fall play, a group of three one-act plays, one of which,
" Sunset Vale," written by Robert Whitley , was the first
play written by a student to be put on by the theatre, a
group of four original one-act plays written and staged by
members of the Reading 52 Class, entitled, " Paper Lanterns," which was written by Audrey Bradford ; " Mr. Flint
of the Curtain, " written by H . D. Thomas on ; " Cotton,"
by Mary Lee, and " As a Man Thinket h So Is She, " by
Janice Jernigan . The last program of the year, " The
Charm School, " was presented as the Commen cement
Play.
The work of encourag ing young authors to write and
stage their own producti ons is a distinct innovati on in the
Texas Colleges . In this work, Miss Webster , who has
studied in Chicago Universi ty and in the Universi ty of
Illinois, brought a new viewpoi nt to her work that has
proved itself stimulat ing to your talent.
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Estelle Taylor, with her acting, and Audrey Bradford , with her one-act play which won the prize, offered
for the best play, are the outstanding student figures of
the theatre this year.

,.,,
J

Its members are : Miss Maud Web -

ster, director ; Estelle Taylor, Joe Murphy, Ben Patrick,
Robert Whitley, L. I. Smith, Ann Warren, Velma Monroe,
J . D . Alexander, Mrs. C. H . Salmon, Claude Edge, James
Old, Lucille Taylor, Keith Delay, Stanley Cameron, Sue
Crawford, Herman Thomason, Janice Jernigan, Nadine
York, John Old, Curtis Hicks, Evelyn Estes, Louise Ogletree, Mrs. Bernice Harris, Miss Drasser, Miss Roger, James
Wray, Audrey Bradford, Noble Arthur, Gertrude Perkins,
Louise Lehning, and Marian Wynn.
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CLARENCE

..

SUNSET VALE

The Ci tamard Club
Presents

"TO THE LADIES"
A THREE-ACT COMEDY
... by ...
GEORGES. KAUFMAN AND MARC CONNELLY
Direction of H. D. THOMASON
Under Supervision of Mrss MAUDE WEBSTER
CAST
LEON ARD BEEBE __________________________________________________________________________________________________ Nobie Arthur
ELS IE BEEBE --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gert rude Perkins
CHESTER MULLIN ___________________________________________________________________________________________ Morris Mi// er
JOHN KINCAID _________________________________________________________________________________________ Coleman Pennington
MYRTLE KINCAID __________________________________________________________________________________________ C Leo/ ice M cM i // an
TR UCKMAN ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ___________________________ Carl Holly
TR UC KMAN ____________________________________________ ____________________________ ____________________ ______________ J ohn Wind el I
MAR TIN L. CASS !DY __________________________________________________________________________________________________ Perry Fite
TOASTMASTER ____________________________________________________________________________________________ Her man Tho mason
TOM BAKER _______________________ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . __ Ben Patrick
MISS FLETCHER (Stenographer) ------------------------------------------------------------------"------- Willie Brooks
W. J. H ENRI CI ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------W. C. Holley

Guests at the Banquet

BARBER ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Roy Sandlin
BOOTBLACK ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ J oe Murphy

Music bq ADAM' S APPLE ORCHESTRA
Produced by Special .Arrangement With Samuel French , New York
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THE BEGINNING OF IT ALL- REGISTRAT ION DAY
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GLE ANI NG S

LL-------~
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NO MAN'S LAND

MRS. ACKER
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QUIE T HOU R-MA YBE

AT EASE
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POPULAR PEOPLE AND THEIR HABITAT
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THE COOK'S DOMAIN
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ON THE CAMPUS AND ELSEWHERE
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Calendar for the Year 1924-25
SEPTEMBER

27

School opens.

The waiting lines spread through the halls.

OCTOBER

2

First chapel-greetings of Prexy.

2

First pep rally.

3

The Lions encounter the Burleson Bears.
eggs" -one apiece.

" We meet the Lions and the E. T . Tooters. "
The spoils-two ''goose

10

Church parties.

11

Football game w;ith San Marcos.
in favor of San Marcos.

11

Miss Vera 's lawn party for the football boys.

15

Citamard chicken broil at Campbell's bridge.

15

Harry Houdine lectures. We were so di~appointed that he did not
pull a single hair-raising, breath-taking stunt.

16

Organization of Press Club.

17

Jamie Heron in chapel tells us what we already knew-it 's good to
be in Texas !

24

Lions defeat Abilene Christians, 17-7.

28

Reading Club has Hobo party.

31

Halloween party in Gymnasium- of all the queer sights and sounds!

The score was disgusting-2-0

Hot tamales !

NOVEMBER

1

You bet we poured it on the· Murray Aggies; score 30-0 favor E. T .

3

Y. M . C. A . stage party in Gym .

11

We celebrate Armistice Day by getting defeated by Wesley in football, 17 - 7.

13-14

We have a distinguished guest-Ruth Cross. She tells us the secret
of writing and advises against our attempting it.
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Calendar for the Year 1924-25-(Continued)
...
'

-"'

20

President Binnion resigns to accept position at Peabody College.

20

Charles Crawford Grost-the bird-man-lectures.

25

Faculty gives outgoing President banquet. Reports say it was a " wet"
party-tears, you know .

25

Farewell service in chapel for Mr. Binnion .

27

Thanksgiving-turkey, church, etc.

D ECEMBER

1

Whitley begins office as President of College.

3

Second -year party.

8

DeMolay banquet, Commerce Hotel.

9

Basket ball-Third-Year vs. Fourth Year girls.

The DeMolays are there !

11

Second-Year girls play Fourth-Year girls.

12

Reading department presents " Clarence."

13

Home Ee. party at Mrs. Wynn 's.

20

Xmas holidays begin- Santa Claus, etc.

JANUARY

1

We had to go to school.

15

Choral Club has dance in Gym . Yes , girls onl y!

16

Stilt Wilson , guest of Y. W . and Y . M ., lectures on value of threefold education.

25

Twilight musical given by Beach Choral Club and Men 's Glee Club.

29

E . T. girls vs. T. W . C. in basket ball. We beat 'em ! You bet, 33-24.
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Calendar for the Year 1924-25-(Continued)
F EBRUARY
3

Football trophies awarded in chapel.
look at them only !

The girls are privileged to

4

Community Theater presents group of three one-act plays .

5

Y. W . C. A . has " Hello" day in chapel. Everybody must say " Hello"
to everybody else.

7

Original plays given . We learn that we have some real, live playwrights and producers on our own campus.

10

May Queen election-" Madame" Beville.

11

Edgar Lee Masters-master of free verse.

17

Miss Quagle-representative from the Near East-speaks in chapel.

20

The Hobo Club goes hiking and has a sunset supper.

21

Country Life Club has a square dance _in the Gymnasium .

26

Athletic show in Gym.

MARCH
4

Citamard Club presents " To the Ladies."

5

Dyer has another athletic show.

27

Kalir Klub entertains new members with p1cmc.

29

Twilight musical hour-Choral and Glee Clubs·.

30-31

,

Lions play Abilene Christians.
think of that ?

They beat us both games. What cha

APRIL

0

3

Country Life Club gives reception in Dormitory.

3

Agriculture class stages " Back to the Farm."

4

300 Fish celebrate " Fish Day."
thing looked green.

8

Dormitory girls have Easter dinner and dance.

Fish edition of East Texan . Every-

10

Popularity contest- -Dopey and Jerry.

12

Press Club has sunrise Easter hunt.

12

Y . W . C. A . sunrise Easter service on campus.
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Calendar for the Year 1924-25-(Conclud ed)
17

E . T . retains debating championship.

23

Kalirs have dance in Gym.

24

Junior and Senior picnic.

The boys were on the outside looking in.

MAY

7

Choral Club and Glee Club go to Honey Grove-National Music
Week.

11

Girls debate-Jerry and Myra represent E . T .

14

May fete-John Old and Margaret Beville.

22

College commencement play-"The Charm School."

25

Exams!!!
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· E . T . Tooters
THEY THEMSEL VES:

Dre

SHE RRILL _______________________________________________________________________________________ Tuba

N E AL SMITH ______________________

0

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______
__ __

Clari net " E Flat ?"

JOHNNIE OLD ___________________________________ __________________ .---------------------------- Trombone
LOWE LL BAXT E R -------------------------,---------·· ____________________________________________ Comet
M E L VIN HOWSE __________________________________________________________________________________ C [ari net
JACK THU RMAN _____________________________________ ______________________________________________ Drums

These boys did their part for E . T .'s gridsters. They made every trip
with the club, making their presence known everywhere. Much did they add
to the enthusiasm of the games, by tones to suit the occasions. We hope they
blow for us next year.
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,,
AT WORK

AT PLAY
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HALLOWEEN

)

THE SHENANDOAH

On March the 24th the giant Shenandoah passed over Commerce on its
return trip to Lakehurst, New Jersey, from California . The dirigible was
first noticed when it was about twenty-five miles away. All Commerce turned
" up " to see it. Classes were broken up and students on all parts of the campus
were to be seen craning their necks skyward. The craft was observed for thirty
m inutes or longer before it passed out of sight.
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PREXY AND HIS SECRET ARY

THE ·EAST TEXAN GOES TO PRESS
Page 2 I 0
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THE NEW EDUCATION BUILDING
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Freshman
CLASS OFFICER S

President________________ -----------------------------------------------------____________________ JOHN OLD
Vice- President ______________________________________________________________________ Dre H . SHERRILL
S ecre tar y- Treasurer -------------------------------------------------------------------------- SYBIL NIX
HISTOR Y OF THE FISH
This green crew of aquarium dwellers hatched from the roe one bright
day in September of the year A . D . 19 24 , having passed another educationa l
milestone _by grabbing a " dip " from the table at a high school. and by facing
the camera with a trick smile, a bunch of roses, and the diploma in prominen t
places about their personages . As they mounted the steps to M Hall. that
towering monumen t to Irish -Jewish architectur e, a sense of unconquer ed worlds
rose in their minds , and a feeling of responsibi lity lowered upon them . How ever, it was not long until this homesickness passed, and it practically disappeared as they began to fall into class activities. At the first of the school-yea r
the class allied with the sub -college, and to the credit of this alliance is the
election of Queen Margaret, House of Beville, for May, 1925 .
Outside alliance activities, however, the Freshman class observed " Fish
Day" by staging a parade, a picnic and by publishing an edition of the East
T exan , an event unprecede nted in the history of E . T .
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CLASS OFFICERS

W . C.

RH OMP SON ______________________________________________________________________________ President

JOHN J ONES ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ------------ Vice- President
MARGARE T MULLE R _________________________________________________________ Secretary-Trea surer

HISTORY OF SECOND YEAR CLASS OF 1925
On the morning of October 3, 1924, there assembled in the auditorium
at E . T . a motley host, made up , it was found upon investigation, of representatives from the sticks of Titus, the banks of Red River , the pine woods of
Cass, the black waxy cotton fields of Delta and Lamar, the land bordering the
swamps of Louisiana, the plains of the great West, and even from the hills
at the base of the Rockies. But because they were from various sections did
not mean that they had not learned the lesson that " in union there is strength,"
so at this first formal meeting it was resolved that the class must act as one
body, holding its own against the upperclassmen, making itself felt in every
movement on the campus ; and , above all things , must succeed in rubbing off
a part of the green which so mightily entertains the haughty Seniors.
The class has succeeded in carrying out these resolutions ; even the college
team could not defeat our girls in basket ball and the young debaters from
this class have won great honor on every occasion .
At different times social events have done much to bring the members
of this class together, one very important one being the class party which was
h eld in the " gym" on December 3 . Even at this time many favorable results
were noticeable ; the timid and retiring had taken courage, and the " general
greenness" was not nearly so much in evidence.
But the greatest achievement of the year , the outstanding event, which
should , better than anything else, show our co-operation , was the election
of the May Queen . By uniting our strength with that of the Third Year
class we made the upperclassmen conscious of ou·r power, and we succeeded m
placing our own candidate upon the throne .
And now that we are nearing the close of the term , we can see that all
the clouds and enemies have vanished before this mighty class, and that ,
although a few have been wounded and have fallen by the wayside , many new
ones have joined the ranks , and these , with the great majority of the original
members, are finishing the year with pomp and splendor, each individual coming
to believe the words of Deor, " His troubles passed away , so shall mine."
-MAUDE JONES .
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f... .

Some of Pat's Rah, Rah: Stuff
We want a touchdown !
We want a touchdown !
We want a touchdown !
Now !!!

Y e-e-e-e-e-e-eh
Ye-e-e-e-e -e-eh
Ye -e-e-e-e-c-eh
Fight ! Fight !

team !
team !
team !
Fight !

Dr. Pepper, ginger ale ,
We' re the crowd that never fails !
Rotten onions, sauer kraut,
Normals , Normals, down and out !

Ye ain ' t got the pep,
Ye ain ' t got the jazz,
Ye ain ' t got the team
O ld E . T. has !

Eyes like a tiger,
Teeth like a sawLions, Lions!
Raw ! Raw ! Raw!

Hold that line !
Hold that line !
Hold that line !
Fight ! Fight! Fight !

Jump on a band stand ,
Thump on a tin can !
Who can ? We can !
Nobody else can !

Well-well- well (slow swing ) ,
Who can tell,
We may beat you all t o - Well-well-well.
Hit' um high !
Hit ' um low !
Hey , team!! !
Let 's go! !!

( Tune: Our Boys Will Shine Tonight )

E. T.
E . T.
E . T.
E. T.
E. T.
E. T.

will shine tonight,
will shine.
will shine tonight ,
will shine.
will shine tonight ,
will shine.
When the sun goes down and the moon comes up,
E. T. will shine.

r-
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HUMOR
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Troubles of a Poet
McD-, the same was a Poet; I'd like to have you know it.
He really had the Muse corralled and strangled by the throat.
His entire system was effused-our of ev' ry pore there oozed
Poetic Nectar steeped in mint which long -haired Bards had bruis ' d.
The coy Maiden and her Lover; the cattle and the clover ;
The birds. the brooks. the trees , the sky -the little town of Dover,
All were ga rner'd, mark ' d, and laid up on a shelf within his brain
For gloomy days when work was scant and dark clouds pour' d down the rain .
Yes! He got the Poem started-"love rs young-sweet as peaches ;"
" Two souls with but a single th o ught , to stick through Life like leaches."
The Maiden 's father owned a farm; his name was Peter Pickens ;
His acres teem ' d with flocks and herds ; his milk-house beat the dickens.
The young man had his arm around that divinely slender waist ,
And rapturously concluded sa id farm would just suit his taste.
Sure ! The Poem was a corker; and it got this far-and stuck!
A cyclone hit the Poet's brain-he couldn ' t wind the dern thing up .
The girl, alas! She changed her mind; her mother back ' d her in it;
The Wedding Day McD- had set, to happen any minute ,
" Won ' t take place in a thousand years " -so old Farmer Pickens cried.
Oh, my ! He swore-it blued the air-how he ' d tan that young man 's hide.
Despair sat on the Poet's face , dark brown lines crept ' round his eyes ;
The ghostly form of Suicide forward stalk ' d to claim its prize.
How like a Ship whose mast and sails hard belabor' d by the storm,
Whines sadly through the murky night to sink to its grave at morn!
Must Genius thus be slain by Fate, hard by the Temple of Fame
In whose white cloister'd corridors-a niche was sunk for his name ;
''I' ll seek out the soul-sad Lover-pour balm on his tale of woes ,
" Have him see his mother-i n-law ; she 's the one who says ' what goes.' "
" Dear mother Pickens, have a heart !" Thus the swain ·• in anguish cried;
"Give me your daughter , Sally Ann; she's my blushing rose-red bride. "
Just then the wash-board banged his head , the bulldog shatter'd his chains,
And the last that was seen of Lover-he was speeding o ' er the plains.
Poor Mack ! Dear friends! He is not here-lives now in a Diving Bell
Off the coast of the Golden Gate. Mermaids sw im about his cell;
Strands of seaweeds tell the story-"Tried as only Poets can
To sca le the Muse 's mountain top-lost because of Sally Ann."
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E. T. S. T. C. Book Review
" The Eyes of the World" -Miss Hubbell.
" The Amazing Interlude" -Between exams.
" The Danger Trail" -On the grass .
" The Harvester" -Agriculture class.
" People of lmportance" -Facul ty.

~.

" Her Father's Daughter"-Any old girl.

'

" Freckles" -Something unknown.
" Trail's End"- Graduation.
" The Valley of Fear" -Math recitation .
•

" The Untamed " -All Freshmen .

"If Winter Comes" -No heat.
" The Thread of Flame" -Average students' college career.
" Valley of Silent Men" -Dates in the parlors.
"The Brimming Cup" -Mind of Faculty.
" The Lightning Conductor"-Reports to parents.
" The Bells" -Ye pet abomination .
" 23 .½ Hours ' Leave"-Ye week-end .
" The Angel 's Chorus" -Choral Club.
" Woman 's Home Companion" -Hair curlers.
" Wanted: A Chaperon" -Maybe.
" Slow but Sure" -Campus courses.
" The Sentinel" -Mrs. Lutz.
" The Call of the Wild " -The bells.
" These Charming People" -Our campus sheiks.
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Sentimen ts of a Cynic
What one acquires at College :

J

.,

l.

Zinc-lined stomach.

2.

Deportment.

l

3.

Pimples.

!

4.

5.

'
Skill in committing crime and leaving
no traces.
'
Second-hand clothes.
j

6.

Dandruff.

7.

Worldly wisdom .

8.

Rouge and earbobs.

9.

Six or seven credits.

What one loses at College :

l.

Conscience.

2.

Time.

3.

Hair.

4.

Reputation.

5.

Flesh (maybe ).

6.

Money.

7.

Illusions.

I

(
l

1
•'
~
I

t

.
i

I

)

'
t
j

8. . Religion.

9.
10.
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Silk underwear.
Manners.

i

iI
1·

Excerpts From Fish Themes
"Never was -she'" more ·beautrfu_l than when in her dumb misery she hid
her face."

* * * * *
" In Shakespeare's 'Evangeline' we see evidences of his art."

* * * * *
" Her eyes swam to meet his ; and from thence to the mantel, where they
rested first on the picture, then fell on the terrible green vase. "

* * * *

*

" At the time of the birth of Christ there were only a few hundred Chris·
tians in the world ."

*

cf

* * *

HUMAN BLINDNESS
" T'he lady whom I know who was blind 1s a cousm of my aunt's
husband ."

* * * * *
Mr . Warmington (in Freshman English class):
Poe's 'Raven ?' "
Gertrude: " No ; what about ?"

*

" Gertrude , do you know

* * * *

Upperclassman: " Have you read 'To a Field Mouse ?' "
Freshman : " Naw ! How do you get 'em to listen ?"

* * * * *
" The equator is a menagerie lion running around the center of the earth."

* * * * *
" The Egyptians enbombed their dead ."

*

*

*

*

*

"Jamestown was founded by the Pilgrims."

*

*

* * *

E xamination in Natural Science : " The creature that has a very long
neck, that has something to do with trimming big hats , fights by scratching and
kickin g, and often gives cause to men to be afraid of it, must be an old maid."
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Faculty Hits
At a recent faculty party it was suggeste d that an old-fash ioned game
grimaces be played . The one having the queerest face was to be awarded of
the
prize. Profess or Hall , the judge, looked around carefull y and finally
said:
" Mrs. Pickett, you win."
" Sir," Mrs. Pickett said-ind ignantl y, " I was not even playing !"

*

*

*

*

*

The other day Mr. Whitley took
Mrs. Whitley
To the theatre
She was ready by the time
He was
And he was so surprise d
That he went .and fainted
So they were
Late anyway .

*

*

*

*

*

The kinderg arten children had been studyin g the wind all week-i
ts
power, effect, etc., until the subject was pretty well exhaust ed. To
stimula te
interest, the teacher said to her class in her most enthusia stic manner
:
"Childr en , as I came to school in the service car this mornin g, the
door
opened and somethi ng came in softly and kissed me on the cheek.
What do
you suppose it was ?"
And the children joyfully answere d, " The driver. "

*

*

*

*

*

Mr . Whitley (to Robert after winter term reports were out): " How
is
it that you stand so much lower in your studies now than you
did before
Christm as ?"
Robert: " Why, father , don ' t you know everyth ing is marked down after
the holiday s ?"

* * * *

*

NOTIC E TO BOT ANY STUDE NTS
NOTICE: The red-bug is bloomin g. (Bulleti n Board ).

*

* * * *

*

*

The last snickere r snickers the snickere st.

* * *

" Margare t, dear, I would lay the world at your feet but for one thing."
" And what is that ?"
" Some other people are using it ."
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LION LAFFS
It was six o'clock in the evening and the little red car manned by one
male was crowded to the limit. "Here, you !" bawled the motorman angrily,
"you rang up a fare. Do that again and I 'll put you off the car !"
The freshman jammed in the middle of the car at once rang up another
fare . Thereupon the motorman stopped the car, forces his way through the
jam and projected the offender through the crowd and to the edge of the
platform .
"Thanks," said the freshman; "Here's your fourteen cents. I didn't see
any other way to get off."

* * * * *
Two Poles decided to get married . The groom was from Maplewood,
the bride from Kirkwood . The groom had a wooden leg, the bride a cedar
chest. The father said it was a good match , he had no objections as long as
they had a plane (plain) wedding. His prospective son-in-law w:as a carpenter and the bride was a chip off the old block.

* * * *

*

Client : "Heaven's, man, you are taking four-fifths of my damages. "
Lawyer: " Well. I furnished the skill, the eloquence and the necessary
legal learning of the case."
Client : "Yes, but I furnished the case itself. "
Lawyer : " Bosh ! Anybody could fall down a coal hole."

* * * * *
" Father, what is tact ?" asked Albert.
" Tact, my son, " replied his father, " is what prevents a gray-haired man
with a wrinkled face from reminding a youthful looking woman with a complexion of a rose that they were boy and girl together."

* * * * *
" Well , dad , I just ran up to say hello."
" Too late, son. Your mother ran up to say good-bye and got all the
change."
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Aunt : " And were you a very good little girl at church this morning,
Sallie ?"
Sallie: " O , yes, aunty. A man offered me a big plateful of money, and
I said : 'No , thank you.' "

*

*

*

*

*

Gay Hudson , a small , worried-lookin g man was about to take an examination for life insurance.
" You don 't dissipate , do you ?" asked the physician, as he made ready for
tests . " Not a fast liver, or anything of that sort ?"
The little man hesitated a moment, looked a bit frightened , then replied , in a small piping voice : " I sometimes chew a little gum ."

*

*

*

*

*

" You don 't look very good , my dear, you had better see a doctor," her
husband remarked . " Huh ?" retorted his wife. " If you really want me to
look well you had better have me see a milliner, a lady 's tailor and a beauty
specialist. "

*

*

*

*

*

" Can , you give me a good description of your absconding cashier ?" suavely
asked the detective.
" We-ell ," answ,'ered the hotel proprietor, " I b elieve he's about five feet
five inches tall and about seven thousand dollars short."

*

*

*

*

*

" What birthday present are you gomg to give your husband ?"
" Oh, a hundred cigars."
" What did you pay for them ?"
" Nothing. For the past few months I have taken one or two from his
box daily. He has not noticed it, and will be delighted with my tact in getting the kind he always smokes."

*

*

*

*

*

First Waiters " How d 'y ' know they' re married ?"
Second Ditto : " How do I know ? Why, didn ' t he pick up the quarter
and leave the dime , with her lookin ' right at him ?"

*

*

*

*

*

Litle Carl was asked if h e w ould rather have a little sister or a little
brother. H e asked for a dog.
" You can' t have one," said his father . " Dogs cost money , and the money
must go for the baby."
A few days later a little brother was presented to Carl. " Look at him ,"
h e said to his grandmother- "all our money wasted on tha t!"
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Prof.: " All men descended from monkeys. Am I right , Mr. Smith ?"
Bored Student : " Yeah , I guess so, but who kicked the ladder out from
under you ?"

* * *

* *

Oscar: " What makes you say Alyce is catty ?"
Maybelle : " Why she 's ruined nine lives already. "

* * * * *
" What was the cause of Van 's social downfall ?"
" Oh , he went riding in Mrs. Lucre's twin-six and when it stalled he
looked under the front seat for the gas tank."

* * * *

*

" You are in my grip now ," said the college man as he slipped the flask
into his valise.

*

*

* * *

Chink : ' Tm w0rking very hard to get ahead ."
Any Old Girl : " You need one."

* * *

* *

" Little girl, why are you so interested in these birds ?"
" Well , I just learned that there ain ' t no Santa Claus and I'm out here to
investigate this here stork proposition ."

* *

* * *

" How can you possibly go to sleep sitting in a chair ?"
" You forget that I went to Mr. Brady's Physics Class a year. "

* * * * *
" D o you b elieve in a third party ?"
" It all depends upon the first two. "

*

*

* * *

' Tm going to call my baby Charles," said the author, " after Lamb , you
know. H e is such a dear little lamb. "
" Oh, I'd call him 'William Dean ,' because he Howells so much ."

* * * * *
Y ou ma y not think you are vain, but were you ever peeved when the
barber turn ed your chair so you couldn ' t look in the glass ?
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H. D. Thomason: "My wife is an angel."
James Old: " How long has she been dead?"

* * * * *
B~V: " Look ma! The circus has come to town . There is one of the
clowns.
Mother: " Hush, son ! That 1s only an E. T . Freshman."

* * * * *
Delbert Kyle: "You don't mean to say that you shave yourself all the
time. "
G . A. Wimberley: "Well, hardly. I stop occasionally for meals."

* * *

*

*

Miss Eby: "Define trickle."
Tom Starnes : "To run slowly."
Miss Eby : " Define anecdote. "
Starnes: " A short, funny tale."
Miss Eby : " Now use both in a sentence."
Tom : " The dog trickled down the street with a can tied to his anecdo!e,"

* * * * *
Coach Murphy (last fall at football practice) : " What experience have
you had before ?"
Morris Mill er: " Last summer I was hit by two trucks and a Ford."

* * *

*

*

Mr. New: " What is meant by ' boring from within' ?"
Perry Fite : " 'Boring from within '. would be when daughter and her
steady are parked on the porch while father inside, reading the latest political
news through the open window ."

* * * * *
Meluin Mackey: " Just think ! Three thousand seals were used to make
fur coats last year."
Gladys McKinley : " Isn 't it wonderful how that they can train animals
to do such work? "

* *

* * *
Fannie Lee : " G . A. couldn ' t come, h e's m the hospital. Somebody
stepped on his pipe at the game."
Sylua Boze : " I don 't see why he would have to go to the hospital for
that."
Fannie Lee : " You don 't ? It was his windpipe."
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This is the best " Locust" ever published in 1925 . We hope you get
what you expect in it. Forget the mistakes , because we did not intend to
make them . We thank you for the co-operation you gave us in making the
editing of the book possible. Wishing you all the best of luck, we give this
volume to you .
MORRIS AND CARL.
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AS A CHI LD
you just hated anyone who
broke a promise.
And you have been promising your photogra ph again
and again.
We'll make you such wonderful ·portraits that you
will never break that prom.
.
1se again.

A. M. HOW SE & SON
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Valuab le Infor1nation to Student s
This store is one unit in the chain of Perkins Brothers Co.
retail stores in Texas and Oklahoma. The purchasing
power of this great organization gives us an exceptional
advantage in our buying, which places us in the pleasant
position of being able to sell high-class, dependable merchandise at a great saving to our customers. This is a
popular-pric ed department store for men , women and
children and our salespeople are trained to give you courteous and efficient service.

BUILT
ON

VALUE

P~B \_~ 0

lVI D A N ~

Complete Line of
GYM SUITS, GYM SHOES
and all kinds of Athletic
Equipment

GROWING
ON

VALUE

The
Hippodrome
Theatre

- and our picture framing is
the best in town .

R. C. Jernigin
E very thing for
S port

The Home of High
Class Pictures
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A Drug Store That Supports the Students and
Their Activities

Try Our Fountain For the Best Drinks and
Sandwiches
Our Line of Drugs, School Supplies and Toilet
Preparations are Complete

Student Help Used To Serve Students

WE SERVE

DELICIOUS M. B. ISE KREAM
"its the taste that tells"
It has satisfied the public for six 1·ears, and will
satisfy you while in Commerce

NEW PALACE

DRUG STORE
J.
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T. (Jake) KNIGHT, Prop.

SOUTHWESTERN ENGR1\VING Co.
Dallas

Fort VVorth

?fouston

9he"Bu
nker
Press"
of Fo1•t Wo1•th,
c/!_n OrganiJation of Expert Craftsmen, Special,.
ists in the Art of School Annual Manufacture.

C-We deem it a great tribute to ouP workman-ship to have been 9iven the contract for the
printing of this fine Book
s
19.

SCHOOL ANNUAL SPECIALISTS

BUNKER PRINTING
FORT

~ BOOK COMPANY1Nc.
W-ORTl-1

PARAMOU NT ACHIEVEM ENT
For style, quality and ultimate value Brecheen' s
values have an appeal not to be found elsewhere.

CAMERON BRECHEEN CO., Inc.
COMMERCE

TEXAS

-WEST SIDE PHARMA CY
EFFI CIENCY-COU RTE SY-SERVI CE
Phone 96

Residence Phone 640
West Side Square

Just a Little Better Service

COMMERCE

TEXAS

. E. T. STUDE NTS!
I

Our appreciation of your patronage during · past year
commensurates with the manner we have served you. If
you were not entirely satisfied it was our fault. Tell your
friends to make this store their headquarters for college
supplies.
A store solely for faculty and students.

Hurry Back and Watch Us Grow

THE COLLE GE STORE
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The Eas t Tex as Stat e
Tea cher s Coll ege Has

Enrolled , regular and summer session , all
departments , including Training School

Estimated

1917 - 18
1918- 19
1919-20
1920-21
1921-22
1922 -23
1923-24
1924-25

-

-

-

-

77 1
- 1,056
- 1,350
- 2,000
1,833
- 2,500
- 2.750

-

-

- 3,000

Highly trained faculty.
Affiliated with the University of Texas and other standard
graduate schools of the country.
Four hundred and fifty courses offered.
New Education -Auditoriu m Building.
$40,000 equipment .
$24,000 library.
$150,000 college home for women.
Fifty-acre cam pus.
$600 ,000 college buildings.
Training School on campus accommod ating sixty-thre e
practice teachers per annum.
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Th e Eas t Tex as Sta te
Tea che rs Col leg e
Needs
3,000 students annually .
Educatio n Building , twenty-f our classrooms.
New Industria l Arts Building .
New Gymnas ium.
Library Building .
Swimmi ng Pool and Bath House.
College Power and Lighting System.
Fifteen addition al teachers.
7,000 feet concrete sidewalk .
One-half mile gravel driveway .
21,000 feet paving.
15 ,000 addition al volumes in library.
$50,000 addition al laborato ry equipme nt.
Laundry at Girls' Horne.
Demons tration Cottage.
Hospital .
Athletic Field.
Office Building for Departm ent Heads and Student
Activitie s.
Independ ent water system.
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THREE FUNDAMENTAL
FACTORS
go to make up the ideal
bank relation---

Safety
Soundness
Service
This Banh_ Prides Itself Upon Maintainin g This R._elation
With Its Depositors
Tah_e Advantage of These Three Important Factors, By
Opening An Account at This Banh_

The Planters & Merchants
Natio nal Bank
"The Banh_ of Friendly Service"
J.

G. W .

HOLDERNESS,

T. JACKSON, President

Vice-President

A . L. DAY, Vice-President

J.

BRANOM,

Cashier

W. T. BINION, JR. , Asst. Cashier

MRS. DIXIE PRIM,
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M.

Bookkeeper

Palace Barber Shop

" Out in Front"

The
College Pharmacy
Legally Registered Druggist
TEXAS

COMMERCE

Phone 284

The Place for Good and Quick
Service
Bath in One Minute
Hot, Cold, Tub or Shower
The home of college students and
the shop were the city or country
people are all welcome.
CORD MOORE

Dre H UNTER

Phone 185

LlHEENID
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